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Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) periodic-lattice-based microstructures 
have found multifaceted applications in photonics, microfluidics, tissue engineering, 
biomedical engineering, and mechanical metamaterials.  To fabricate functional periodic 
microstructures, in particular in 3D, current available technologies have proven to be slow 
and thus, unsuitable for rapid prototyping or large-volume manufacturing.  To address this 
shortcoming, the new innovative field of pattern-integrated interference lithography (PIIL) 
was introduced.  PIIL enables the rapid, single-exposure fabrication of 2D and 3D custom-
modified periodic microstructures through the non-intuitive combination of multi-beam 
interference lithography and photomask imaging.  The research in this thesis aims at 
quantifying PIIL’s fundamental capabilities and limitations through modeling, simulations, 
prototype implementation, and experimental demonstrations. 
PIIL is first conceptualized as a progression from optical interference and holography.  
Then, a comprehensive PIIL vector model is derived to simulate the optical intensity 
distribution produced within a photoresist film during a PIIL exposure.  Using this model, 
the fabrication of representative photonic-crystal devices by PIIL is simulated and the 
performance of the PIIL-produced devices is studied.  Photomask optimization strategies 
for PIIL are also studied to mitigate distortions within the periodic lattice.  The innovative 
field of 3D-PIIL is also introduced.  Exposures of photomask-integrated, photomask-
shaped, and microcavity-integrated 3D interference patterns are simulated to illustrate the 
richness and potential of 3D-PIIL.  To demonstrate PIIL experimentally, a prototype 
pattern-integrated interference exposure system is designed, analyzed with the optical 
xxvii 
design program ZEMAX, and used to fabricate pattern-integrated 2D square- and 
hexagonal-lattice periodic microstructures.  To validate the PIIL vector model, the proof-
of-concept results are characterized by scanning-electron microscopy and atomic force 
microscopy and compared to simulated PIIL exposures.  As numerous PIIL underpinnings 
remain unexplored, research avenues are finally proposed.  Future research paths include 
the design of new PIIL systems, the development of photomask optimization strategies, the 










1.1 Periodic-Lattice-Based Microstructures 
Periodic-lattice-based (PLB) structures are material arrangements based on a one-
dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional (3D) periodic lattice.  At 
the microscale, PLB structures exhibit unique physical, optical, and mechanical properties 
[1].  As such, they have found applications in numerous areas.  To exploit these properties, 
the shape of, and lattice modifications within PLB microstructures must be carefully 
engineered. 
One of the most documented applications of PLB microstructures are photonic-crystal 
(PhC) devices that are made of dielectric materials with different refractive indices [2].  
PhC devices exhibit photonic bandgaps and allow the control of light propagation and light-
matter interaction at the wavelength scale [3, 4].  PhC can be engineered into waveguides 
[5, 6], resonators [7-9], filters [9-13], waveguide couplers [14-17], directional couplers 
[18], logic gates [19, 20], demultiplexers [21], antennas [22], switches [23, 24], and sensors 
[25].  PhC devices can further be integrated into dense integrated photonic circuits and 
systems for telecom or biomedical diagnostics applications [26, 27].  Even more compact, 
subwavelength-sized optical metamaterials enable new classes of optical devices including 
superlenses [28], split-ring resonators for second-harmonic generation [29], and 
metamaterial electromagnetic cloak [30]. 
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PLB microstructures have also found unique applications in bioengineering.  For drug 
delivery, a pH-responsive periodic network of pores has, for example, been demonstrated 
to deliver neurotrophins in neural prosthetic devices [31].  Compared to microstructures 
with random porosity, 3D PLB microfluidic mixers exhibiting 84% improved fluid mixing 
and 3D PLB microfluidic filters blocking submicron particles have been demonstrated [32, 
33].  PLB microstructures also provide flexible analysis platforms to study biological 
mechanisms.  Periodic arrays of sub-micrometer domains can be used to investigate the 
attachment and spreading of biological tissues in contact with specific material such as 
murine osteoblast cells with fibronectin [34].  Finally, 3D PLB scaffolds with periodic pore 
architectures exhibit better pore interconnectivity, improved wetting properties, and thus 
improved static cultures of cells and tissues [35]. 
Another application area of PLB microstructures are mechanical metamaterials that 
demonstrate large strength-to-weight ratios and better mechanical performance than most 
engineered cellular structures with random porosity [36].  Mechanical metamaterials find 
applications in catalyst supports, filtration devices, and micro heat-exchangers [1].  In 
addition to photonics, microfluidics, tissue engineering, biomedical engineering, and 
mechanical metamaterials applications illustrated in Figure 1.1, PLB structures have also 
been used in nanoelectronics, surface texturing, magnetic nanostructures, plasmonic 
structures, field-emission devices, and form-birefringent polarization elements [37]. 
1.2 Fabrication Techniques for PLB Microstructures 
Significant efforts have been dedicated over the past decades toward the development of 










Figure 1.1: Example PLB microstructures. (a) PhC band edge laser array [38].  (b) 
Schematic description of PhC biosensors [27].  (c) pH-responsive 3D periodic 
microstructure for drug delivery [31].  (d) Microfluidic mixer [33].  (e) Microfluidic filter 
[35].  (f) 2D array of fibronectin domains to study murine osteoblast cells growth.  (g) 3D 






include construction-based methods and approaches derived from multi-beam interference 
lithography (MBIL). 
1.2.1 Construction-Based Microfabrication Techniques 
Numerous construction-based microfabrication techniques exist to fabricate PLB 
microstructures.  Some of their characteristics are compared in Table 1.1.  With electro-
mechanical etching, a substrate with a pre-patterned surface is placed in a hydrofluoric acid 
solution under electrical bias such that current density drives selective etching through the 
substrate, resulting in a 2D periodic array of holes [39].  3D PLB microstructures can be 
produced by modulating the electrical bias over time and thus, the etching through the 
substrate.  Glancing angle deposition uses an analogous approach [40], where the substrate 
surface is also pre-patterned with seed posts before being exposed to a collimated vapor 
flux at large incident angle.  During nucleation, the seed posts grow toward the incident 
vapor flux.  3D PLB microstructures can be grown by rotating and tilting the substrate 
during the growth.  Yet, introducing custom modifications to the periodic lattice with the 
two aforementioned techniques is limited and challenging.  Direct writing techniques are 
more flexible and include robotic ink writing [41], which employs a microscopic “pen” 
and an engineered ink, and two-photon polymerization [42], which involves the non-linear 
excitation of a photosensitive material in the focal spot of a focused laser beam.  In both 
cases, arbitrary 3D patterns, including PLB microstructures, can be “written” in a serial 
fashion by controlling piezoelectric stages holding the photosensitive-material-coated 
substrate.  More sophisticated, micro-manipulation requires the handling and assembly of 

















Construction-Based Fabrication Techniques      
Electrochemical Etching [39] ─   × × 
Glancing Angle Deposition [40] ─   × × 
Robotic Ink Writing [41]    × × 
Two-Photon Polymerization [42]   ─  × 
Micromanipulation [43]   ×  × 
Conventional Lithography [44]     × 
Extrinsically-Modified MBIL Techniques [45-49]     × (multi-step) 
Intrinsically-Modified MBIL Techniques      
Mask-Delimited MBIL [50]  × (1D)    
Modified Diffractive-Mask [51]    ×  
Modified Phase-Mask [33] ─ ─    
Phase-Controlled MBIL [52-55]  ─ × ×  
Bessel-Beam-Assisted MBIL [56-58] ─ ─  ×  
Defect-Engineered Multiple Plane-Wave 
Interference (DEMPI) [59] 
 ─  ×  
Pattern-Integrated Interference Lithography      
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under a microscope [43].  This technique enables the fabrication of arbitrary 
microstructures, but is extremely complex and slow.  Finally, well-established 
conventional photolithography can be used to produce 2D PLB microstructures directly 
and 3D arrangements, yet with a layer-by-layer process [44]. 
Construction-based microfabrication techniques have the potential to produce large-
format 2D and 3D PLB microstructures.  However, they are time-consuming and prone to 
overlay and misalignment errors because the fabrication is typically performed layer-by-
layer or even point-by-point [60, 61]  Therefore, they are usually not suitable for rapid 
prototyping or for large-volume manufacturing. 
1.2.2 Multi-Beam Interference Lithography 
A significantly more rapid approach to produce PLB microstructures employs the periodic 
interference pattern produced by multiple overlapping laser beams.  The amplitude, 
wavelength, wavevector configuration, phases, and polarizations of the interfering beams 
can be adjusted to produce particular 2D or 3D periodic interference patterns.  With three 
interfering laser beams, 2D periodic interference patterns including all five 2D Bravais 
lattices can be produced [62].  With four or more interfering beams, 3D periodic 
interference patterns including all fourteen 3D Bravais lattices can be achieved [63].  
Complex 60-fold 2D quasi-periodic [64], 3D chiral-basis [65], icosahedral [66], spatially 
variant [67], and dual-lattice interference patterns [68] are furthermore feasible. 
For microfabrication purposes, a 1D, 2D, or 3D optical interference pattern can be 
recorded within a photo-sensitive material (or photoresist) coated on a substrate.  This 
method is known as MBIL and is sometimes referred to as “holographic” or 
“interferometric” lithography in the literature [1].  With sufficient optical power, the 
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exposure of the photoresist can be shorter than one second, making MBIL extremely rapid 
compared to construction-based techniques.  Upon exposure, the solubility of the 
photoresist changes.  A positive- (negative-) tone photoresist becomes more (less) soluble 
when exposed.  After a development step, a latent image of the interference pattern is 
created in the photoresist.  The photoresist structure can be used directly or serve as a 
sacrificial template for lift-off [34], substrate etching [69], infiltration/inversion steps [70], 
or double infiltration/inversion steps [71].  In addition, the pairing of the light-field 
(intensity maxima) or dark-field (intensity minima) interference pattern to positive- and 
negative-tone photoresist extends the variety of feasible PLB microstructures by MBIL. 
As early as 1970, two-beam interference lithography was used to produce one-
dimensional gratings used as optical couplers [72].  Two-beam interference lithography is 
also currently employed to fabricate dense line/space nanostructures in the study of the 
chemistry and performance of extreme-ultraviolet photoresists (Figure 1.2(a)) [73].  Using 
three laser beams, Berger et al. [74] recorded for the first time a 2D interference pattern 
with hexagonal symmetry within a photoresist film and transferred the pattern into a 
gallium arsenide substrate through reactive ion etching (Figure 1.2(b)).  Later, 3D MBIL 
was demonstrated by using a four-beam configuration to produce 3D periodic 
microstructures with sub-micron periodicity as shown in Figure 1.2(c) [75].  Since the 
initial MBIL demonstrations, numerous MBIL methodologies have been developed using 
a diffractive beam splitter [76], a Lloyd’s mirror [77], a prism [78], a phase-mask [79], 




As a flexible, rapid, and cost-effective approach, MBIL has found numerous 
applications in photonics, microfluidics, tissue engineering, biomedical engineering, and 
optical metamaterials, where large-format periodic microstructures are needed [1, 82].  
Unfortunately, MBIL in its current form only produces continuous periodic structures and 
does not enable the fabrication of periodic microstructures with controlled lattice 
modifications in a single step.  As a result, MBIL-produced structures have limited 
functionalities and applications.  To address this issue, extrinsically- and intrinsically-





Figure 1.2: Multi-beam configurations and corresponding MBIL-produced periodic 
microstructures.  (a) One-dimensional grating produced by two-beam interference [73].  (b) 
2D PhC produced by three-beam interference [74].  (c) 3D periodic lattice produced by 






1.2.3 Modified MBIL Techniques 
1.2.3.1 Extrinsically-modified MBIL 
To address MBIL patterning limitations, MBIL-produced structures have been 
functionalized by using an additional microfabrication technique in a two-step process.  
This approach is hereafter referred to as extrinsically-modified MBIL.  Characteristics of 
extrinsically-modified MBIL are listed in Table 1.1.  The additional techniques include 
electron-beam lithography [45], focused ion beam lithography [46], direct laser writing 
[47], projection lithography [48], or multi-photon polymerization [49].  Various functional 
2D and 3D PLB microstructures have been produced with extrinsically-modified MBIL as 
illustrated in Figure 1.3.  However, modifying an already-constructed periodic lattice using 
an additional fabrication step is a time-consuming and expensive process.  In addition, this 
two-step approach is prone to misalignment issues and sample deterioration.  Therefore, 
extrinsically-modified MBIL does not address the rapidity issue of construction-based 
microfabrication techniques.   
1.2.3.2 Intrinsically-modified MBIL 
To avoid the need for multiple processing steps, the holy grail for experimentalists would 
be the single-step creation of an interference pattern with intrinsic lattice modifications 
[83].  Intrinsically-modified MBIL techniques have been introduced to address this need 
and produce custom-modified interference patterns in a single-exposure step.  






Figure 1.3: Example PLB microstructures produced by extrinsically-modified MBIL 
techniques, where MBIL is combined with (a) electron-beam lithography [45], (b) focused-
ion-beam lithography [46], (c) direct laser writing [47], (d) projection lithography [48], and 




Using two photomasks, a confocal two-lens system, and a Fresnel’s double mirror, 
Chen et al. [50] produced a one-dimensional interference pattern delimited by the 
photomask opening as illustrated in Figures 1.4(a) and (b).  However, this approach does 
not allow for more than two interfering beams and thus, is limited to one-dimensional 
fringes.  Lin et al. [51] proposed a five-beam diffractive mask depicted in Figures 1.4(c) 
and (d) to produce a 3D interference pattern embedding a line as shown in Figure 1.4(e).  
However, the line is created by casting the shadow of a photomask within the 3D 
interference pattern.  Therefore, the line width is orders of magnitude larger than the lattice 






Figure 1.4: (a) Mask-delimited two-beam interference system [50].  (b) Schematic 
illustration of a mask-delimited interference pattern produced with (a).  (c) Implementation 
and (d) front-view of the modified diffractive mask with an amplitude mask in the center 
[51]. (e) Line-integrated 3D periodic lattice produced with (d).  (f) Phase mask missing a 
single post (left) and resulting 3D cavity-integrated periodic structure (right).  
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Phase masks are commonly used to implement MBIL and produce large areas of 3D 
periodic structures [84-86].  To modify locally the surface of the 3D interference pattern, 
Jeon et al. [33] removed a single post from a phase mask as shown in Figure 1.4(f).  
However, lattice modifications deeper in the photoresist are poorly controlled and more 
complex geometries seem limited since removing more posts from the phase mask would 
deteriorate the formation of the interference pattern. 
Recently, several intrinsically-modified MBIL techniques employing a spatial light 
modulator (SLM) have been proposed.  In phase-controlled MBIL, a phase-only SLM 
placed at the Fourier plane of a two-lens system is used to control the phase of tens of large-
diameter (typically 2mm) beamlets as illustrated in Figure 1.5(a) [52-55].  The required 
phase and spatial distribution of the beamlets displayed on the SLM are pre-calculated 
using an optimization routine such as the genetic algorithm.  The beamlets are then focused 
and superposed to produce a custom-modified interference pattern as shown in the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Figure 1.5(b).  Zhang et al. [54] further 
improved this approach by updating the SLM pixels in real time using a simulated 
annealing algorithm and a feedback loop between a camera and the SLM.  The integrated 
functional elements, however, are repeated periodically within the interference pattern and 
the size of the exposure spot is non-uniform and limited to about 500µm2.  The exposure 
area can possibly be extended with a diffractive optical element but only to a few square 
millimeters [55]. 
Alternatively, the SLM can be placed at the object plane of a two-lens confocal system 








Figure 1.5: (a) Implementation of phase-controlled MBIL and (b) SEM image of a 
resulting 2D PLB microstructure [54].  (c) DEMPI system [59]. (d) Bessel-Beam-Assisted 
MBIL CCD image.  (e) 2D line- and cavity integrated periodic microstructure obtained by 
DEMPI [59].  (e) SEM image a line-integrated periodic microstructure produced by 





illustrated in Figure 1.5(c).  The beams eventually overlap at the image plane of the system 
and interfere to produce a custom-modified interference pattern.  A first approach consists 
in using Bessel beams as some of the interfering beams to create intrinsic cavities by 
destructive interference as shown in Figure 1.5(d) [56-58].  The cavities are not repeated 
periodically within the interference pattern and the exposure area can be larger.  However, 
the interference pattern is strongly perturbed by ringing effects produced by the Bessel 
beams.  To address these distortions, Xavier et al. [59] discarded the Bessel beams and 
proposed defect-engineered multiple plane-wave interference to produce line- and cavity-
integrated periodic microstructures as shown in Figure 1.5(e).  Using an identical setup, 
Lutkenhaus et al. [87] proposed to display a graded phase pattern on the phase SLM and 
assign a constant zero phase to certain pixels that define the integrated functional elements.  
With this approach, line-integrated 2D periodic structures were produced as shown in 
Figure 1.5(f). 
In spite of their promise, SLM-assisted MBIL techniques have numerous drawbacks.  
The SLM pixel array, size, and edge are responsible for blurring effects, lattice distortions, 
poor lattice quality, and large periodicity.  The size of the SLM active area also restricts 
the exposure area.  The lack of control over the amplitude and polarization of the interfering 
beams limits the range of feasible 2D and 3D lattices as well.  Finally, troublesome Fourier 
filters are typically required at the Fourier plane of the confocal lens system to eliminate 
higher-order diffraction terms produced by the SLM.   
1.3 Pattern-Integrated Interference Lithography 
From Table 1.1, a rapid microfabrication technique for large-format 2D and 3D PLB 
microstructures is missing.  To address this need, pattern-integrated interference 
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lithography (PIIL) was introduced from the Optics Laboratory at Georgia Tech as a novel 
intrinsically-modified MBIL technique [88].  PIIL combines simultaneously MBIL and 
photomask imaging, two areas that are traditionally considered exclusive.  In PIIL, multiple 
images of a photomask are produced using multiple intensity-, polarization-, and direction 
controlled laser beams.  The multiple images are then combined using projection optics.  
As the photomask images overlap, they interfere and produce a 2D or 3D photomask-
integrated interference pattern in a single-exposure step.  Therefore, PIIL enables the rapid, 
single-exposure step fabrication of large-format 2D and 3D PLB microstructures. 
1.4 Research Objectives and Contributions 
Although Burrow et al. reported PIIL’s theoretical basics and initial proof-of-concept 
results [88, 89], the mathematical and physical underpinnings of PIIL remain unexplored.  
A comprehensive understanding of PIIL fundamentals and more definitive experimental 
results are necessary.  The objective of this thesis is therefore to quantify PIIL’s 
fundamental capabilities and limitations in the fabrication of 2D and 3D PLB 
microstructures through modeling, simulations, system implementation, and experimental 
demonstration.  The results presented in this thesis resulted in the following 
accomplishments and contributions: 
1. The description of PIIL as a successor of optical interference and holography [90]. 
2. The introduction of a comprehensive multi-beam high-numerical-aperture volume 
interference/image vector model for PIIL and the derivation of an expression for 
the optical intensity distribution within a photoresist film produced by a PIIL 
exposure [91, 92]. 
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3. The development of a simulation software package with a graphical user interface 
integrating the PIIL exposure model. 
4. The introduction of photomask design strategies to reduce lattice distortions in 
PIIL-produced PLB microstructures [93, 94]. 
5. The definition of performance metrics and figure of merits to quantify errors in the 
shape and position of lattice motifs in PIIL-produced PLB microstructures [95, 96]. 
6. The simulation of PIIL exposures for the fabrication of a 90deg-bend PhC 
waveguide, a PhC passband filter, and a PhC stopband filter [93, 95]. 
7. The calculation and comparison of the transmission spectra of PIIL-produced and 
idealized 90deg-bend PhC waveguide, a PhC passband filter, and a PhC stopband 
filter [95, 96]. 
8. The simulation of 3D-PIIL exposures for mask-shaped, mask-delimited, and 
microcavity-integrated 3D PLB microstructures [97-99]. 
9. The design of a prototype pattern-integrated interference exposure system (PIIES) 
to implement experimentally PIIL [89, 100]. 
10. The study of the prototype PIIES performance in producing 2D and 3D periodic 
interference pattern and in imaging the photomask [101]. 
11. The development of a more stable and repeatable PIIES alignment and sample 
focusing procedures [102]. 
12. The experimental fabrication of pattern-integrated 2D square- and hexagonal 
periodic microstructures [101, 103, 104]. 




1.5 Thesis Overview 
The research objectives and accomplishments described previously are presented in detail 
in the following chapters. 
In Chapter 2, PIIL is introduced as a logical progression from optical interference and 
holography and a conceptual PIIL system is presented.  To simulate numerically PIIL 
exposures, a comprehensive multi-beam high-numerical-aperture (NA) interference/image 
vector model is introduced.  An expression for the optical intensity distribution produced 
within a photoresist film during a PIIL exposure is derived as well. 
In Chapter 3, 2D-PIIL exposures for three representative 2D PhC devices are 
simulated; the transfer of the photoresist pattern into the substrate is estimated; and 
transmission spectra of the PIIL-produced PhC devices are calculated.  To mitigate lattice 
distortions due to the integrated photomask pattern, photomask optimization strategies for 
PIIL are introduced. 
In Chapter 4, 3D-PIIL is introduced as the interference of four or more photomask 
images to generate custom-modified 3D interference patterns.  The impact of light 
refraction at the air/photoresist interface on the formation of the 3D periodic lattice is first 
reviewed.  Simulated 3D-PIIL exposures of photomask-integrated, photomask-shaped, and 
microcavity-integrated 3D periodic microstructures are also presented to illustrate the 
unique potential of PIIL. 
In Chapter 5, a prototype PIIES is presented and its capabilities and performance are 
numerically analyzed using geometric optics and the optical design program ZEMAX.  The 
range of feasible interference periods and the sensitivity of the interference pattern to beam 
decentering are investigated.  Then, the imaging performance of the PIIES objective lenses 
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as a compound objective lens is studied.  The analysis results are finally compared to the 
estimated precision of the manual alignment of the PIIES. 
In Chapter 6, the prototype PIIES is used to demonstrate experimentally PIIL and 
validate the PIIES analysis results.  The experimental procedures including the PIIES 
alignment, sample processing, and focusing procedure are given.  Then, PIIL experimental 
exposures are presented, characterized by SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM), and 
compared to simulated exposures. 
In Chapter 7, the research results and accomplishments are summarized and discussed.  
Short- and long-term future research avenues are presented as well. 
Included in this thesis are two appendices. In Appendix A, the Zernike polynomials 
and coefficients describing optical aberrations and calculated with ZEMAX are given.  





CHAPTER 2  
 





In this chapter, the background and theory of PIIL are given.  PIIL is first introduced as a 
logical progression starting from the primary precursors of optical interference and 
holography.  To simulate numerically PIIL exposures, a comprehensive multi-beam high-
numerical-aperture volume interference/image vector model is introduced, and an 
expression for the optical intensity distribution produced within a photoresist film during 
a PIIL exposure is derived.  This model is finally integrated into a user-friendly software 
package.  The research presented in this chapter has resulted in three journal papers [90, 
91, 103] and two conference presentations [92, 100]. 
2.1 PIIL Precursors 
2.1.1 Optical Interference 
In 1807, the formation of optical interference fringes due to two interfering cylindrical waves 
was first demonstrated by Prof. Thomas Young in his famous double-slit experiment [105].  
This was a pivotal result in establishing that light could exhibit unambiguous wave behavior.  
For present purposes, it is simply stated that optical interference is based on the interference 
between multiple reference waves as depicted in Figure 2.1(a).  Only two beams are shown 
in Figure 2.1(a) but, in general, there may be three, four, or more beams.  The reference 




Figure 2.1: (a) Conventional optical interference as the superposition of two reference 




In the plane of exposure, the multi-beam interference pattern depends on the 1D 
interference fringes produced by all the possible beam pairs.  In the general case of N-beam 
interference, N × (N – 1) / 2 fringe patterns are generated and superposed.  Therefore, the 
period and the symmetry of the final interference pattern depend on these individual fringe 
patterns.  For the interference of N polarized, monochromatic plane waves, the time-
average intensity distribution of the interference pattern may be expressed as [106] 
 IMBIL(r) = 
c0
2
 Re [ ∑ Epw,i(r)
N
i = 1




 ] , (2.1) 
where c0 is a unit homogeneity factor term, r is the spatial coordinate vector, and Epw,i is 
the complex electric field vector of the ith plane-wave interfering beam.  Epw,i may be 
represented in terms of its norm, Epw,i, wavevector, ki, initial phase, i, and normalized field 
direction, êi, as 
 Epw,i(r) = Epw,i exp[-j(ki∙r - ϕi)]êi.  (2.2) 
In MBIL, a change in phase of one or more of the interfering beams results simply in a 




A canonical interference system is shown in Figure 2.1(b).  Experimental research in 
optical interference benefited dramatically from the development of the laser, which 
offered an unprecedented temporally coherent source.  For high contrast interference 
fringes, the input beams also need to be mutually coherent and thus, are invariably derived 
from the same laser source.  In Figure 2.1(b), the two beams shown would produce linear 








where λexp is the free-space wavelength and θbeam is the common beam incidence angle 
defined between the z-axis normal to the substrate surface and the wavevectors.  Although 
the expression of Λ1D depends on the beam configuration, it is always proportional to the 
inverse of sin(θbeam) in the plane of the substrate.  As discussed in Chapter 1, the optical 
interference pattern can be recorded in a photoresist film by MBIL for microfabrication 
purposes.  
2.1.2 Holography 
While optical interference requires two or more reference waves, holography may be 
described as the interference of a reference wave with a subject wave as depicted in 
Figure 2.2(a).  The feasibility of holography was first demonstrated in 1948 by Dennis 
Gabor [107] and later improved by Leith and Upatnieks [108, 109], who introduced an off-
axis reference wave configuration as shown in Figure 2.2(a).   
In many holographic applications, the subject wave is a 2D Fourier transform of a 2D 
amplitude transmittance Object A as shown in Figure 2.2(b) [110].  The Fourier transform 
amplitude is produced in the back focal plane of Lens 1 by placing the Object A in the front 
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focal plane of that lens and coherently illuminating it.  The reference wave is plane-wave-
like in nature and overlaps the subject wave at the back focal plane of Lens 1.  The 
interference pattern, typically recorded in a photosensitive material, is the Fourier 
transform hologram of Object A.  By illuminating the hologram with the original reference 
beam as depicted in Figure 2.2(c), the Fourier transform of Object A is reproduced and 
Object A can be reconstructed, albeit upside down and left-right reversed, by using a 
second lens performing a Fourier transform.  In addition to the arrangement shown in 
Figure 2.2(b), a multitude of holographic system configurations have been designed, 
analyzed, and developed and many of these appear in principal books on the subject [111-
113].  Nevertheless, regardless of their complexity, all of these configurations are 
essentially comprised of a reference wave and a subject wave that interfere at a 




Figure 2.2: (a) Conventional holography as the interference of a subject wave with a 
reference wave.  (b) Recording of the Fourier transform hologram of an Object A.  




Similar to optical interference, the development of holography came at the same time 
as the invention of the laser which provided the needed coherent source and thus, enabled 
the formation of high-contrast interference fringes.  Holograms are now widely used, for 
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example, for security purposes on credit cards, currency, and official documents; as 
biosensors to detect, for instance, pancreatic disorders [114]; and in the area of data storage 
with holographic data recording systems that store 500GB on a Blu-ray disk [115]. 
2.2 PIIL Concept 
Considering interference as the combination of two or more reference waves and 
holography as the combination of a reference wave and a subject wave, conceptually leads 
to other possibilities including incorporating waves that have joint reference and subject 
roles.  The terminology pattern-integrated interference (PII) has been put forward as an 
appropriate description of an example of this case [103].  For present purposes, it is simply 
stated that pattern-integrated interference systems are based on the interference between 
two, three, or more reference/subject waves.  In PII, each wave has a dual role as both a 
reference wave and as a subject wave as depicted in Figure 2.3.  The multiple 
reference/subject waves can be identical to each other or may differ from one another.  The 
exposure, formation, and processing of the resulting patterns in a photoresist is therefore 




Figure 2.3: PII as the superposition of two, three, or more reference/subject waves.  The 




The PIIL technique is illustrated in the conceptual optical system depicted in 
Figure 2.4(a).  Using expander lenses (ELs), a condenser lens (CL), and two objective 
lenses (OL1 and OL2) arranged in an 8f confocal lens configuration, multiple laser beams 
with free-space exposure wavelength λexp are sequentially focused, collimated, focused, 
and collimated.  For clarity, only two beams are shown in Figure 2.4(a), but more beams 
propagating through the system can be arranged around the z-axis.  At the back focal plane 
of OL2, the collimated beams overlap and interfere.  Although not shown in Figure 2.4(a), 
the multiple beams are generated from a single laser beam and are individually controlled 
in amplitude and polarization using a combination of half-wave plates and polarizing 
beam-splitter cubes [81].  In addition, the lateral displacement from the z-axis, dbeam, can 
be adjusted for each beam to control the common beam incidence angle at the back focal 
plane of OL2, θbeam.  Since the amplitude, polarization, and direction of the beams are 
individually controlled, 2D and 3D interference patterns with a broad range of lattice 
symmetries and lattice constants can be generated.  With appropriate beam polarizations 
and amplitudes, the three- and four-beam umbrella configurations depicted in Figure 2.4(b) 
produce a 2D interference pattern with square lattice symmetry and a 3D face-centered 
rhombohedral lattice, respectively. 
In addition, the two objective lenses OL1 and OL2 are arranged in a Fourier transform 
configuration and thus, form a confocal projection lens with an object plane (OL1 front 
focal plane) and an image plane (OL2 back focal plane).  When a photomask object is 
placed at the OL1 front focal plane, Fourier transforms of the photomask amplitude 












Figure 2.4: (a) A conceptual PIIL system consists of an 8f optical system, where multiple 
polarization- and amplitude-controlled laser beams project demagnified images of a 
photomask, which overlap and interfere at the image plane of the system.  Only two beams 
are shown for clarity but, there may be three, or more beams.  (b) By carefully adjusting 
the beam amplitudes, polarizations, and directions, 2D and 3D interference patterns that 




transform and projects images of the photomask at the OL2 image plane, albeit upside 
down, left-right reversed, and demagnified by the ratio of the objective lens focal lengths, 
M = fOL2 / fOL1.  Once they overlap, the photomask images interfere and produce a custom-
modified interference pattern that integrates the photomask pattern.  The PIIL technique 
consists in recording this custom-modified interference pattern within a photoresist film 
for microfabrication purposes.  Therefore, PIIL enables the rapid, single-exposure step 
fabrication of a wide variety of large-format 2D and 3D periodic-lattice-based 
microstructures.  Example photomasks and representative 2D and 3D PIIL exposures are 
shown in Figure 2.4(b) to illustrate typical results. 
2.3 PIIL Model 
For the past 50 years, optical lithography simulators have driven the development of 
increasingly complex photolithographic systems that are used in micro- and 
nanotechnologies [116].  Therefore, quantifying the fundamental capabilities and 
limitations of PIIL requires the development of a new comprehensive model describing the 
formation of custom-modified interference patterns by PIIL.  Commercial ray tracing and 
conventional photolithography simulators were initially tested to simulate PIIL [117-119].  
These software packages, however, have proved to be unsatisfactory in simulating both 
multi-beam imaging and multi-beam interference lithography simultaneously.  Therefore, 




2.3.1 High-NA Optics Considerations 
The numerical aperture (NA) of a lens is expressed as 
 NA = nimm sinθmax, (2.4) 
where nimm is the real part of the refractive index of the immersion medium surrounding 
the lens and θmax is the maximum half-angle of diffracted light that can propagate through 
the lens as shown in Figure 2.5.  The NA describes the light acceptance cone of the lens.  
The quantity nimm is generally equal to one for a “dry” system, but immersion fluids can be 
used to increase artificially the NA without increasing the size of the lens [120, 121]. 
In the conceptual PIIL system of Figure 2.4(a), an OL2 with high NA is desirable for 
both the formation of the multi-beam interference pattern and the photomask imaging.  For 
the interference pattern, a high-NA OL2 enables larger θbeam and thus, smaller interference 
periodicity, which decreases with increasing θbeam.  For the photomask imaging, the critical 
dimension, which is the smallest photomask feature that the objective lens can image, is 
given by the well-known variation of the Rayleigh’s formula,  




where kp is a process-dependent quantity.  To decrease the critical dimension, kp has been 
continuously reduced through photoresist improvements and resolution enhancement 
techniques [122], exposure wavelengths have been progressively reduced from visible to 
extreme ultra-violet wavelengths [123-126], and the NA has been increased using 
immersion fluids [120, 121].  Therefore, using a high-NA OL2 in PIIL enables the 




2.3.2 Vector Model of High-NA Imaging in Thin Films 
For low-NA optical system, imaging can be modeled using a scalar model based on the 
Fresnel approximation [110].  However, as light propagates through a lens with a NA larger 
than 0.6,  the direction of the electric field begins to be affected [127].  Specifically, a field 
lying in the xy-plane prior to a high-NA lens will be rotated after the lens and have different 
vector components along the x-, y-, and z-direction as illustrated in Figure 2.5.  In PIIL, 
such field direction changes impact both the photomask imaging and the formation of the 
interference pattern, whose absolute contrast, contrast uniformity, and lattice symmetry 
depend on the interfering electric fields [128, 129].  Since field direction changes cannot 
be neglected, a scalar modeling is inadequate under high-NA conditions and thus, the PIIL 








Yeung [130] first developed a vector model to calculate the aerial image produced by 
a high-NA imaging system, although along one spatial dimension only.  Yeung’s method 
was significantly improved by Flagello et al. [127], who proposed a 3D vector model of 
high-NA imaging including effects of stacked thin films on a substrate in a computer-
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friendly matrix format.  According to Flagello’s formalism, the 31 vector image electric 
field Ei produced within the volume of the first film of a stack of thin films by the i
th 







×P(α,β)  S(θbeam,φi)  exp (-j2πγz0)  
× exp (-j2πW(α,β)) C(α,β)], 
(2.6) 
where (x,y,z) are the Cartesian coordinates in the image space; F -1 is the inverse Fourier 
transform; α, β, and γ are the direction cosines in the Fourier space normalized with respect 
to the image-side NA; MF
3×5(α,β,z) is a 35 film function matrix that is a function of the 
complex refractive indices of the stacked thin films (including the photoresist) and 
accounts for the electric-field-dependent reflections, transmission, and absorption of the 
downward- and upward-traveling waves at the interfaces between the stacked thin films; 
MP
5×2(α,β) is a 52 electric field correction matrix that accounts for high-NA-based 
polarization changes produced by OL2; E𝑖
ill is the input 21 vector electric field defined in 
the xy-plane of the ith beam illuminating the photomask; O(α,β) is the Fourier transform of 
the photomask object assuming a thin-mask approximation; P(α,β) is a top-hat transmission 
function accounting for the limited size of the optics (P(α,β) = 1 for √𝛼2 + 𝛽2 ≤ 1, 0 
otherwise); φi is the beam azimuthal angle at the image plane; S(θbeam, φi) describes the off-
axis propagation of the beam; z0 is the distance between the image focal plane and the 
surface of the photoresist film and represents a defocus term; W(α,β) is the optical path 
difference function due to lens aberrations; and C(α,β) is an energy conservation factor due 





5×2, C(α,β) can be found in Flagello’s seminal publication [127].  
The W(α,β) function is discussed in Appendix A. 
To illustrate the comprehensive nature of this model, simulation results for an example 
photomask imaged by a single off-axis propagating beam are shown in Figure 2.6.  
Simulation parameters including the photoresist thickness, tPR, photoresist complex 
refractive index, nPR, and substrate complex refractive index, nsub, are listed in Table 2.1.  
 
 
Table 2.1: Simulation parameters used for the simulation results of Figure 2.6. 
 
θbeam (deg) NA M λexp (nm) E𝑖
ill φi (deg) nPR tPR (µm) nsub z0 (µm) 
25.4 0.8 0.25 363.8 [0 1] -45 
1.73-
j0.003 
5 1.47 0 
 
 
The magnitudes of the quantity inside the inverse Fourier transform transformation in 
Equation (2.6) along the x-, y-, and z-axis are shown in Figure 2.6(b).  The circular shapes 
are due to the P(α,β) function that accounts for the OL2 clear aperture and truncates spatial 
frequencies beyond the NA of OL2.  The center of the photomask diffraction pattern is not 
centered on the origin (0, 0), but shifted by (sinθbeam × cosφi, sinθbeam × sinφi) from the 
origin due to the off-axis propagation of the beam represented by the S(θbeam, φi) term.  The 
energy conservation term C(α,β) is a circularly symmetric function that produces the rings 
visible in the projection along the x-direction.  These rings are also present in the two other 
projections, but not distinguishable due to the color bar scale.  Finally, although the 
illuminating electric field E𝑖
ill is y-polarized, projections along the x- and z-axis are present 
due to the polarization changes accounted for in the MP





Figure 2.6: (a) Example photomask transmittance. (b) Magnitude of the complex 
projection of the diffraction pattern along the x-, y-, and z-axis.  (c) Magnitude of the x-, 
y-, and z-component of Ei at the photoresist surface (z = 0μm).  (d) |Ei|
2 at depths z = 0μm, 





the x-, y-, and z-components of the vector electric field Ei (x,y,z) at the plane of focus are 
shown in Figure 2.6(c).  Although initially y-polarized, the electric field at the image plane 
has a non-negligible component along the z-axis.  Finally, |Ei|
2 calculated at z = 0μm, 
z = 1.5μm, and z = 3μm from the photoresist surface are shown in Figure 2.6(d).  Defocus 
effects, position shift due to off-axis beam propagation, and photoresist absorption are 
noticeable. 
2.3.3 MBIL Model 
Since multiple beams are producing multiple images of the photomask in PIIL, the vector 
model of high-NA imaging can be used to simulate the complex electric field distribution 
within the volume of the photoresist of each imaging/interfering beam, Ei (r).  To model 
the final PIIL exposure, the N simulated volume images Ei (r) are then combined using the 
expression of the time-average intensity distribution for the interference of N polarized, 
monochromatic waves expressed in Equation (2.1).  The PIIL exposure intensity 
distribution, IPIIL(r), is expressed as 
 IPIIL(r) = 
c0
2
 Re [ ∑ Ei(r)
N
i = 1




 ]. (2.7) 
The interference between the multiple photomask images produces a photomask-integrated 
interference-based periodic lattice.  Away from the integrated photomask pattern, the 
symmetry, periodicity, motif size and shape, and contrast of the interference pattern depend 
on the amplitudes, polarizations, and wavevectors of the interfering/imaging beams [106].  








Figure 2.7: Flow chart of the calculation of the optical intensity distribution within the 
photoresist film produced by the PIIL exposure.  The vector electric field distribution 
produced by each beam in the volume of the photoresist are first calculated with 





The novel multi-beam high-NA vector interference/image model has been 
implemented using the MATLAB numerical computing environment, which is well suited 
for image processing, matrix manipulations, and algorithm implementation.  MATLAB 
scripts and custom function are given in Appendix B.  The MATLAB script has further 
been integrated into a PIIL simulator software package with a graphical user interface 
(GUI) to facilitate its utilization and the simulation of 2D and 3D PIIL exposures.  A screen 
capture of the PIIL simulator GUI is shown in Figure 2.8. 
2.4 Time-Dependent Exposure Simulations 
Generally, the topology of the patterned photoresist can be approximated by considering 
the calculated optical intensity distribution below or above a constant intensity threshold.  
By varying the intensity threshold, different energy doses received by the photoresist can 
be simulated.  However, the PIIL model presented in Section 2.3 does not account for the 
exposure kinetics and photoresist bleaching effects.  Photoresist bleaching during the 
exposure is a decrease in photoresist absorption, αPR, that may be expressed for positive-
tone photoresist as [131] 
 αPR (r, t) = AD × cPAC (r, t) + BD, (2.8) 
where AD and BD are the first and second Dill’s parameters, which represent bleachable and 
non-bleachable absorption coefficients, respectively, and cPAC (r, t) is the relative 
concentration of photoactive compound (PAC) that modify the photoresist solubility when 
exposed.  At t = 0sec, no PAC has been exposed, cPAC (t = 0) = 1, and αPR (t = 0) = AD + BD.  
Ultimately, the photoresist will be totally exposed leading to cPAC (t = ∞) = 0, 












Introducing the optical sensitivity parameter or third Dill’s parameter, CD, cPAC (r, t) 
may be expressed as a function of IPIIL as [131] 
 cPAC (r, t + Δt) = cPAC (r, t) × exp [ −CD × IPIIL(r, t) × Δt ], (2.9) 
where t  is a small time increment such that |cPAC (r, t + Δt) − cPAC (r, t)| < 0.2 [131].  
Equation (2.9) represents the conversion of the optical intensity distribution into a latent 
image of chemical reaction products from the exposure of the PAC.  Equation (2.9) further 
reflects the decrease of the PAC concentration with the energy dose IPIIL(r, t) × Δt.  The 
new PAC distribution at t + Δt can then be used to update the imaginary part of the 
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With this new refractive index value, the new optical intensity distribution at the next time 
step, IPIIL(r, t + Δt), can be calculated.  Calculations end when the exposure time, texp, is 
reached.  A flow chart describing the iterative calculation of cPAC and IPIIL is depicted in 
Figure 2.9.  
To illustrate the time-dependent model for PIIL exposure, simulation results are shown 
in Figure 2.10.  The photoresist parameters are those of Microchem’s S1813 positive-tone 
photoresist for which AD = 1.07μm
−1, BD = 0.31μm
−1, CD = 0.015cm
2/mJ.  To simulate a 
100mJ/cm2 exposure dose, which is the nominal dose for Microchem’s S1813, the optical 
intensity distribution is normalized and multiplied by a 100mW/cm2 factor and the exposure 
time, texp, is 1sec.  As shown in the last exposure simulation in Figure 2.10, the photoresist 




Figure 2.9: Flow chart of the calculation of cPAC and IPIIL as a function of time. 
 
2.5 Summary 
As a logical progression from optical interference and holography, PII introduces the 
concept of interference between multiple reference/subject waves.  For microfabrication 
purposes, the novel area of PIIL consists in recording the custom-modified interference 
pattern produced by PII in a photoresist.  The patterned photoresist can subsequently serve 
as an etching or lift-off mask, or as an infiltration/inversion 3D bicontinuous template. 
To simulate PIIL exposures of 2D and 3D PLB microstructures, a comprehensive multi-
beam high-NA interference/image vector model was formulated by coupling a high-NA 
imaging vector model and the multi-beam interference model.  This comprehensive model 
accounts for the off-axis propagation of the beams, the diffraction limit of the projection 
lenses, polarization changes due to high-NA optics, an energy conservation factor, 
Fresnel’s equations, standing wave effects within the photoresist, photoresist absorption, 





Figure 2.10: Top and isometric views of simulated relative PAC concentration cPAC (r,t) 




To model photoresist exposure kinetics and photoresist bleaching, this formulation can 
further account for the time-dependent PAC concentration.  This PIIL model was finally 
integrated into a user-friendly software package with a GUI to facilitate PIIL exposure 




CHAPTER 3  
 






Perhaps the most documented and studied periodic-lattice-based (PLB) microstructures are 
photonic-crystal (PhC) devices.  As such, they represent an important potential application 
for PIIL.  Using the PIIL vector model derived in Chapter 2, 2D-PIIL exposures for three 
representative 2D PhC devices are simulated.  Realistic lithographic conditions are used; 
the transfer of the photoresist pattern into the substrate is estimated; and transmission 
spectra of the PIIL-produced PhC devices are calculated.  To mitigate lattice distortions 
due to the integration of the photomask pattern, the field of photomask optimization for 
PIIL is introduced and investigated.  This research has resulted in two journal papers [94, 
95] and a conference presentation [93]. 
3.1 Photonic-Crystal Devices Design and Simulation Parameters 
PhC devices are PLB microstructures made of dielectric materials with different refractive 
indices that exhibit photonic bandgaps and allow the control of light propagation and light-
matter interaction at the wavelength scale [3, 4].  As such, they represent one of the most 
documented examples of PLB microstructures and a promising application for PIIL.  In 
this Chapter, three representative PhC devices are studied and are depicted in Figure 3.1: a 
90deg-bend waveguide [132], a passband filter [133], and a stopband filter [134].  
Although not necessary optimal, the three PhC devices have the same design for 
consistency: a 2D square-lattice of silicon pillars with a common period of 580nm and 
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pillar radius rp = 104nm.  In the near infrared, silicon has a refractive index nSi 
(1.5μm) = 3.4 and the PhC exhibits a photonic bandgap for a TM mode, i.e. an electric field 
parallel to the pillars [132].  Removing a single row of pillars from the PhC enables a 




Figure 3.1:  Schematic representations of the PhC (a) 90deg-bend waveguide, (b) passband 




The fabrication of the three PhC devices by PIIL is simulated using the PIIL vector 
model presented in Chapter 2.  To produce a 2D square lattice with p4m plane-group 
symmetry, a three-beam configuration is employed.  The arrangement of the interfering 
beams at the image plane is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a) and a unit cell of the interference 
pattern is represented in Figure 3.2(b).  The beams azimuthal angles are φ1 = −135deg, 
φ2 = 135deg, and φ3 = −45deg.  At the object plane, the linearly-polarized beams 
illuminating the photomask are E1
ill = [√2 2⁄ , −√2 2⁄ ], E2
ill = [√2 2⁄ , 0], and 
E3
ill = [0, −√2 2⁄ ].  Of note, the intensity of the first beam is twice that of the two other 
beams.  With these beam parameters, the interference pattern has a near-unity absolute 
contrast, which is lithographically useful, as well as equal contrast along the lattice-vector 
directions [128]..  The free-space exposure wavelength, λexp, is 248nm and the common 
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beam incidence angle at the image plane, θbeam, is 17.6deg.  The resulting interference 
period, Λsq, expressed as 




equals 580nm.  The image-side numerical aperture, NA, defined in Chapter 2 is 0.8 and the 
magnification of the compound objective lens, M, is 0.25.  The optical system is assumed 
free of optical aberrations and thus, wavefront phase errors are not included in the present 




Figure 3.2:  (a) Configuration of the three interfering beams at the image plane where the 
photoresist, BARC, and substrate arrangement is located.  (b) Normalized intensity contour 





The photosensitive material is a 500nm-thick film of negative-tone photoresist with a 
complex refractive index nPR (λexp) = 1.75 – j0.002.  A hard intensity threshold is adopted 
for the photoresist response.  A 0.845 normalized intensity threshold is used to produce 
interference motif with ~104nm radius, although the interference motif are not perfectly 
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circular.  It is also assumed that the surface of the photoresist film lies at the plane of best 
focus and thus, the quantity z0 equals 0μm.  Silicon with complex refractive index 
nSi (λexp) = 1.58 – j3.6 at the exposure wavelength is chosen as substrate.  In the absence of 
an antireflective coating, the beams are partially back-reflected from the substrate due to 
the mismatch between the photoresist and the substrate refractive indices.  Forward- and 
backward-propagating waves interference, resulting in detrimental standing waves within 
the photoresist film.  The amplitude of these standing waves can be strongly mitigated with 
a 30nm-thick bottom antireflective coating (BARC) of hydrogenated silicon oxynitride 
(nBARC (λexp) = 2.1 – j0.66) between the photoresist and substrate [116, 135].  Finally, 
photomasks with Λsq/M-wide patterns, hereafter referred to as elementary photomasks, are 
used as object to be projected.  Due to the system demagnification, the photomask pattern 
width is reduced to Λsq at the image plane to match the interference period.  The elementary 




Figure 3.3: (a) Elementary photomask for the 90deg-bend waveguide.  Once projected, the 
waveguide width is Λsq.  (b) Simulated PIIL exposure.  The close-up view shows pillar 




A 3D view of the simulated PIIL exposure for the 90deg-bend waveguide shown in 
Figure 3.3(b) demonstrate a satisfactory integration of the photomask features within the 
interference pattern.  The pixel resolution in the simulation is 5.74nm/px and a single period 
is 101px-long, providing both accurate results and acceptable computational time.  While 
the pillars are essentially unperturbed, a close-up view of the lattice shows that the pillars 
located next to the waveguide are visibly distorted.  These distortions are due to a 
combination of edge diffraction from the photomask pattern, defocus through the 
photoresist film, and off-axis imaging effects.  Although not completely eliminated, 
standing waves are strongly mitigated.   
In photolithography, the patterned photoresist film is typically used as a mask to 
transfer a pattern into the substrate through, for example, an anisotropic etching step.  To 
estimate the transferred pattern into the silicon substrate, the union of the 2D pillar profiles 
in the xy-plane is calculated along the z-axis.  The result is a 2D binary structure of the 
estimated silicon pillar that accounts for the structural variations of the pillars along the x-, 
y-, and z-direction and thus, shadowing effects during the etching process.  A top-view of 
the resulting binary pattern is shown in Figure 3.4(a), where the black spots correspond to 
the estimated fabricated silicon pillars.  Figure 3.4(b) is obtained by subtracting the 
estimated silicon pillars from their defect-free equivalents obtained with a blank mask, and 
hereafter referred to as reference pillars.  In Figure 3.4(b), the white (black) pixels have a 
+1 (−1) value and represent pixels that are present (absent) in the estimated pillars, but 
absent (present) in the reference pillars.  As previously noted, pillars next to the waveguide 
are visibly larger and distorted compared to the reference pillars.  Morevover, the larger 
pillars reduce the effective width of the waveguide by 5.6%.  Lattice disorder and structural 
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variations are known to impact the resonant properties of the PhC and to be responsible for 
light scattering and radiation losses [136-138].  In particular, Lima et al. [139] showed that 
transmission spectra of a PhC straight waveguide is strongly deteriorated when the borders 
of the waveguide are affected by disorder.  The transmission spectrum may also hop and 




Figure 3.4:  (a) Estimated etched structure in the silicon substrate accounting for the 3D 
structural variations of the pillars.  (b) Comparison between the estimated and reference 
pillars.  White (black) pixels represent pixels that are present (absent) in the estimated 
pillars, but absent (present) in the reference pillars. 
 
 
3.2 Photomask Improvement 
A possible approach to mitigate pillar distortions consists in designing a photomask pattern 
that would pre-compensate these imperfections.  In photolithography, photomask 
optimization plays a fundamental role in keeping pace with Moore’s law and the need for 
ever smaller photolithographic resolution.  To reduce irregularities in projected images, 
resolution enhancement techniques emerged including optical proximity correction (OPC) 
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[141], sub-resolution assist features [142], source-mask optimization [143], as well as 
alternating and attenuated phase-shifting masks [144-146].  Rather than the perfect imaging 
of a target pattern, the present objective is more the reduction of undesired lattice 
distortions during the PIIL exposure.  To investigate the unexplored area of photomask 
optimization in PIIL, the problem is reduced to the design of a photomask pattern for a 
single missing pillar within a 2D square-lattice as depicted in Figure 3.5(a).  For this case, 
the objective is to determine a single-motif-blocking pattern that mitigates distortions on 
its eight closest pillar neighbors.  To determine this pattern, five geometric shapes and nine 
widths, w, are considered as illustrated in Figure 3.5(b).  The shapes include a square, a 
90deg-rotated square, a hexagon, a 30deg-rotated hexagon, and a disc.  The widths range 
from 0.5 Λsq / M to 1.3 Λsq / M.  To quantify the distortions, a pillar-area error, earea, defined 
as 
 earea = 
∑ |ν(m,n ) - τ(m,n)|m,n
∑ τ(m,n)m,n
, (3.2) 
and a pillar-displacement error, edisp, defined as 





are defined, where (m,n) are pixel indices within the 101px × 101px area corresponding to 
the pillar, ν(m,n) and τ(m,n) are the binary pixel values (0 or 1) of the estimated and 
reference pillar, respectively, and d is the distance between the center of mass of the 
estimated pillar and its expected location in the lattice.  For clarification, the symbols of 





Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic representation of the photomask design problem in PIIL.  
(b) Five possible geometric shapes for the single-motif-blocking photomask.  




For the five shapes and nine widths, 45 PIIL exposures and corresponding estimated 
etched pillars are simulated using the beam configuration and materials described 
previously.  For each simulation, the pillar-area and pillar-displacement error of the eight 
neighbors pillars are calculated and the eight values are averaged.  For the five shapes, the 
average pillar-area error, ēarea, and average pillar-displacement error, ēdisp, are plotted as 
functions of the element width, w, in Figures 3.6(a) and (b), respectively.  The geometric 
mean (ēarea ēdisp)
1/2 is also calculated as a figure of merit and plotted in Figure 3.6(c) to 
determine the best pattern.  Undersized (w < Λsq /M) and oversized elements (w > Λsq /M) 
generate larger pillar distortions due to stronger diffraction effects and overlapping with 
the interference pattern, respectively.  The shape of the pillars is significantly more changed 
than their relative positions, suggesting that the interference motifs are more impacted than 
the norm and direction of the lattice vectors.  Out of the 45 possible elements, the best 
candidate to mitigate distortions among the closest pillars is the 0.9Λsq/M-wide 
45deg-rotated square.  Noteworthy, the Λsq/M -wide square initially used as the building 
block to create the elementary photomask in Figure 3.3(a) represents one of the worst 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Average pillar-area error, ēarea. (b) Average pillar-displacement error,  
ēdisp. (c) Geometric mean of ēarea and ēdisp as figure of merit.  The 0.9Λsq /M-wide 45deg-
rotated square mitigates pillar distortions the most.  Counter-intuitively, the elementary 
Λsq/M-wide square exhibits poor performance. 
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3.3 Simulated PIIL Exposures and Estimated Fabrication 
The study on photomask improvement determined that the 0.9Λ/m-wide 45deg-rotated 
square generates the least pillar distortions.  This element is therfore used as a building 
block to create the complete photomasks of the PhC devices as shown in Figures 3.7(a)-
(c).  The corresponding simulated PIIL exposures in Figures 3.7(d)-(f) show the successful 
integration of the photomask within the interference patterns.  As shown in the top close-
up views of Figures 3.7(d)-(f), the pillars next to the functional elements are significantly 
less distorted.  A couple of periods away from the functional elements, the pillars become 
undistorted.  The conic shapes of the pillars are due to photoresist optical absorption.  
Residual faint standing waves are indicated by the seven black arrows in Figure 3.7(f).  The 
number of standing waves matches the theoretical value of tPR / (λexp / 2nPR) ≈ 7. 
The estimated pillar structures etched in the silicon substrate are shown in 
Figures 3.8(a)-(c).  The insets are obtained by subtracting the estimated pillars and the 
reference pillars.  For the 90deg-bend waveguide, earea and edisp are calculated and averaged 
for pillars located Λsq, 2Λsq, and 3Λsq away from the functional element (yellow, blue, and 
red areas in Figure 3.9(a), respectively).  The quantities ēarea and ēdisp are plotted in 
Figure 3.9(b) for the elementary photomask made of Λsq/M-wide squares and for the 
improved photomask made of 0.9Λsq/M-wide 45deg-rotated squares.  With the improved 
photomask, ēarea  and ēdisp  are divided by 3.3 and 2.7, respectively, for the pillars closest 
to the waveguide.  Those values are similar for the PhC passband and stopband filters.  The 









Figure 3.7: Improved photomasks designed with 0.9Λsq/M-wide 45deg-rotated squares as building blocks for the (a) PhC 90deg-bend 






Figure 3.8: (a), (b), and (c) Estimated silicon pillar structures for the PhC 90deg-bend 
waveguide, passband filter, and stopband filter, respectively.  In the insets, white (black) 
pixels represent pixels that are present (absent) in the estimated pillars, but absent (present) 






Figure 3.9: (a) Location of the pillars Λsq (yellow), 2Λsq (blue), and 3Λsq (red) from the 
waveguide.  (b) Comparison of the averaged errors ēarea and ēdisp between the elementary 
and improved photomask.  The averaged errors are calculated for pillars located at different 
distances from the waveguide. 
 
 
In addition, the errors keep decreasing away from the integrated photomask pattern, 
confirming that distortions are confined close to the functional element and that the rest of 
the lattice is comparable to an undistorted periodic lattice. 
To explain the distortion reduction observed with the 45deg-rotated squares, the 
concepts of photomask-edge-facing and photomask-vertex-facing interference motifs are 
next presented.  In the case of the elementary photomask (Figure 3.3(a)), interference 
motifs next to the integrated photomask pattern are facing the edges of the photomask 
pattern and thus, are referred to as photomask-edge-facing interference motifs.  Conversely 
with the improved photomask (Figure 3.7), the interference motifs are facing the vertices 
of the 45deg-rotated squares that form the photomask and thus, are referred to as 
photomask-vertex-facing interference motifs.  This subtle difference has important 
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consequences illustrated in Figure 3.10.  Due to edge diffraction, defocus, and off-axis 
imaging, unavoidable optical amplitude fluctuations are created around the integrated 
photomask pattern.  These fluctuations impact the optical intensity distribution in the 
interference pattern, resulting in distorted interference motifs and thus, distorted pillars.  
However, the fluctuations are more pronounced near the photomask edges.   Therefore, 
photomask-edge-facing interference motifs are more subject to distortions than 
photomask-vertex-facing interference motifs.  To illustrate this result, amplitudes of 
Beam 1 at the surface of the photoresist are shown in Figures 3.10(a) and (b) for both the 
elementary photomask and the improved photomask of the 90deg-bend waveguide, 




Figure 3.10: Amplitude of Beam 1 at the surface of the photoresist produced with (a) the 
elementary and (b) improved photomask of the 90deg-bend waveguide.  With 45deg-





In both Figures 3.10(a) and (b), contour plots corresponding to the estimated pillars 
have been superposed.  Both figures have the same colorbar scale, which has been adjusted 
to improve contrast.  In Figure 3.10(a), amplitude fluctuations are located near the pillar 
location and clearly distort the shape of the pillars.  Conversely, photomask-vertex-facing 
pillars in Figure 3.10(b) are located in areas of relatively constant amplitude and thus, are 
less distorted.  Similar observations are made with Beam 2 and Beam 3. 
3.4 Photonic-Crystal Device Performance 
To evaluate the performance of the three PIIL-produced PhC devices, their transmission 
spectra are calculated using the finite element modeling software COMSOL Multiphysics.  
The pillars are assumed to be infinitely long.  A TM electric field is created at Port 1 and 
scattering boundary conditions are set at the edges of the simulation areas.  The time-
average power transmission is calculated as |S21|
2, where S21 is the scattering parameter 
from Port 1 to Port 2.  The transmission spectra are shown in Figure 3.11.  For reference, 
the transmission spectra of idealized equivalent PhC devices made of defect-free circular 
pillars are calculated under the same conditions and are plotted in dashed lines.  
Transmission characteristics are listed and compared in Table 3.1.  In spite of pillar 
distortions, the PIIL-produced PhC devices exhibit performance almost as good as that of 
the idealized devices.  The transmission window of the 90deg-bend waveguide produced 
by PIIL is only 3nm shorter.  For the PhC passband filter, the transmission maxima 
difference is 0.3 percentage point and the full width at half maxima (FWHM) difference is 
1.1%.  For the PhC stopband filter, the transmission minima difference is 0.06 percentage 







Figure 3.11: Transmission spectra between Port 1 and Port 2 of the PIIL-produced and 




Table 3.1: Comparison of transmission spectrum characteristics between the PIIL-
produced and idealized PhC devices 
 











PIIL Produced  565nm  82.8% 1.86nm  0.1% 10.2nm 
Idealized  568nm  83.1% 1.84nm  0.04% 10.6nm 




The noticeable difference in the spectra, however, is a blue shift towards shorter 
wavelengths.  The shifts are 12nm for the 90deg-bend waveguide, 6nm for the passband 
filter, and 1nm for the stopband filter.  Similar blue shifts have been reported in PhC slab 
waveguides when the effective width of the PhC waveguide is reduced [140].  Even with 
the improved photomasks, the pillars adjacent to the functional elements are slightly 
deformed toward the functional element as illustrated in the insets of Figure 3.8.  As a 
result, the effective waveguide width is slightly reduced by 1.9% and the transmission 
spectra are shifted toward shorter wavelengths.  Worth mentioning, Fabry-Pérot 
oscillations due to the finite size of the devices also appear in the spectra.  The Fabry-Pérot 
oscillation period, which is not constant, suggests a strongly dispersive character of the 
PhC.  At larger wavelengths close to the Brillouin zone boundary, the group velocity 
decreases and thus, the group index ng increases, resulting in a shorter wavelength 
separation Δλ  1/ng [132].  In addition, intensity transmissions are not 100% because of 





To assess PIIL capabilities in producing functional 2D PLB microstructures, the fabrication 
and transmission spectra of three representative 2D PhC devices including a 90deg-bend 
waveguide, a passband filter, and a stopband filter were simulated.   The comprehensive 
PIIL vector model presented in Chapter 2 and realistic photolithographic conditions were 
employed, thereby emphasizing the feasibility and practicality of PIIL.  Initial PIIL 
exposure simulations show detrimental structure distortions in the vicinity of the integrated 
photomask pattern when elementary photomasks are employed.  Yet, the photomasks can 
be designed to pre-compensate lattice distortions during PIIL exposures.  Similar to OPC 
developed in photolithography, the new field of photomask optimization for PIIL was 
introduced and investigated.  A brute-force search approach was presented and single-
motif-blocking patterns with various shapes and widths were studied.  For the present PhC 
devices, a 0.9Λsq/M-wide 45deg-rotated square element yields the smallest figure of merit, 
which combines pillar-area and pillar-displacement errors.  Noteworthy, the intuitive 
Λsq/M-wide square is actually inadequate and yields large lattice distortions, thereby 
highlighting the need for appropriate photomask design in PIIL.   
The 0.9Λsq/M-wide 45deg-rotated square was then used as a building block to create 
the photomask patterns for the PhC devices.  With these improved photomasks, pillar-area 
and pillar-displacement errors were reduced to less than 6.5% and 0.5%, respectively, and 
rapidly decrease away from the functional element.  As a result, the transmission spectra 
of the PIIL-produced PhC devices are as good as those of their idealized equivalents, except 




CHAPTER 4  
 






The promising simulations of 2D-PIIL exposures lead to considering the more complex 
case of 3D-PIIL, where the interference of four or more photomask images produces 
custom-modified 3D interference patterns.  3D-PIIL is introduced and simulated using 
realistic lithographic conditions and the PIIL vector model derived in Chapter 2.  Simulated 
exposures of photomask-integrated, photomask-shaped, and microcavity-integrated 3D 
periodic microstructures are presented and illustrate the capabilities of 3D-PIIL.  This 
research has resulted in two journal papers [91, 98] and two conference presentations [97, 
99].  
4.1 Beam Configurations for 3D-PIIL 
Similar to 2D-PIIL, the periodicity and lattice symmetry of a multi-beam 3D interference 
pattern are determined by the amplitude, polarization, and wavevector configuration of the 
interfering beams [128].  With four or more interfering beams, 3D interference patterns 
including all fourteen 3D Bravais lattices can be generated [63].  The interfering beams 
typically form an umbrella configuration, where multiple side beams are symmetrically 
arranged around a central beam propagating perpendicular to the photoresist film.  Two 
representative beam configurations are depicted in Figures 4.1(a) and (c).  For the (3+1)-
beam configuration in Figure 4.1(a), the central beam is circularly polarized and the side 
beams are radially polarized, i.e. the beam polarization is linear and lies in the plane of 
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incidence of the beam.  With an appropriate common beam incidence angle, θbeam, this 
beam configuration produces a 3D interference pattern with a face-centered-cubic (FCC) 
unit cell shown in Figure 4.1(b) [147, 148].  For the (4+1)-beam configuration in Figure 
4.1(c), four radially polarized side beams are symmetrically arranged around a circularly 
polarized central beam to produce a 3D interference pattern with a diamond cubic (DC) 
unit cell shown in Figure 4.1(d) [149].  The 2×1 field direction vectors of the beams 
illuminating the photomask, Ei




Figure 4.1: (a) (3+1)-beam configuration and (b) resulting FCC unit cell. (c) (4+1)-beam 
configuration and (d) corresponding DC unit cell of the interference pattern.  SU8 is used 








(see Figure 4.1(a)) 
(4+1)-beam 
(see Figure 4.1(c)) 
E1
ill [1 j]T [1 j]T 
E2
ill [1 0]T [1 0]T 
E3
ill [-1/2 √3/2]
T [0 -1]T 
E4
ill [-1/2 -√3/2]
T [-1 0]T 
E5




Of note, the edges of the unit cell in Figures 4.1(b) and (c) are not necessary collinear 
with the x-, y-, and z-axis.  For convenience, the interference period in the xy-plane, Λxy
(q+1)
, 
and period along the z-axis, Λz
(q+1)
 are defined where q equals 3 or 4, for the (3+1)- or 




 may be expressed as functions 










= √3a. (4.2) 




(3+1)⁄ = √6 (4.3) 










= a. (4.5) 
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 can be expressed as functions of the exposure wavelength, 
λexp, and common beam incidence angle, θbeam
(q+1)


















In the xy-plane parallel to the photoresist surface, the period is the same in air and in SU8.  
However, due to refraction, the period along the z-axis depends on the real part of the 
photoresist refractive index, nPR.  For both beam configurations, Λz
(q+1)









nPR⁄ ) 2⁄ )
. (4.9) 
Therefore, the conditions for cubic unit cell given in Equations (4.3) and (4.6) may not be 
met due to refraction and are only valid for a certain combination of nPR andθbeam
(q+1)
.  For a 




 ratios, which are independent of 
λexp, are plotted as functions of θbeam
(q+1)




(3+1)⁄ = √6 and Λz
(3+1)
Λxy
(3+1)⁄ = √2 are added, but are not intersected by the plots.  
Therefore, the equalities in Equations (4.3) and (4.6) cannot be met with this photoresist 









(3+1)⁄  ratios as functions of θbeam
(q+1)
.  Conditions for cubic unit cell are 




Refraction issues at the air/photoresist interface in multi-beam interference 
lithography may be addressed by using a prism whose refractive index matches that of the 














(3+1)⁄  ratios for the two beam configurations are plotted as functions of 
θbeam
(q+1)
 in Figure 4.3.  With an index matching material, the conditions for cubic unit cell are 
satisfied for θbeam
(3+1),FCC
 = 38.9deg and θbeam
(4+1),DC
 = 70.5deg.  At those angle values, the curves 
intersect the √6  and √2 constant lines.  Similar to immersion photolithography, a 
refractive-index-matching immersion fluid may be used in 3D-PIIL instead of a prism to 
address refraction issues at the air/photoresist interface.  Yet, in 3D-PIIL, θbeam
(q+1)
 is typically 





values larger than 40deg are feasible using a NA larger than 0.65, but an even larger NA 
would be more appropriate to ensure a propagation of the beams closer to the optical axis, 







(3+1)⁄  ratios as functions ofθbeam
(q+1)
.  With an index-matching material, 
conditions for cubic unit cell are met for θbeam
(3+1),FCC
 = 38.9deg and θbeam
(4+1),DC
 = 70.5deg. 
 
 
4.2 3D-PIIL Exposure Simulation Parameters 
In the following 3D-PIIL exposure simulations, realistic photolithographic conditions are 
considered to illustrate the practical capabilities of 3D-PIIL.  As in Chapter 3, the NA is 
0.8 and magnification of the compound objective lens, M, is 0.25.  By their nature, 3D-PIIL 
exposures typically require a photoresist film thicker than that for 2D-PIIL.  Due to its low 
absorption at 363.8nm, sub-100nm resolution capability, and suitability for the fabrication 
of thick and high aspect ratio microstructures [151], the negative-tone SU8 photoresist has 
been widely used in 3D MBIL [32, 69, 78, 152].  Therefore, the exposure wavelength, λexp, 
is 363.8nm and SU8 with a complex refractive index nSU8 (λexp) = 1.67 – j6×10
−5 is used as 
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photoresist.  Back reflections and standing waves within the photoresist are mitigated by 
coating the SU8 on a glass substrate with a refractive index nglass (λexp) = 1.47.   
To generate a common 1μm period in the xy-plane for both interference patterns, the 
beam angles are set asθbeam
(3+1)
 = 24.8deg andθbeam
(4+1)
 = 21.3deg.  With these angles, the periods 
along the z-axis are Λz
(3+1)
 = 6.78μm and Λz
(4+1)
 = 9.07μm.  Since no index-matching 
immersion fluid is considered, the conditions for cubic unit cell in Equations (4.3) and (4.6) 
are not met.  The unit cells are not cubic, but elongated along the z-axis to become face-
centered rhombohedral (FCR) and woodpile (diamond rhombohedral) for the (3+1)- and 
(4+1)-beam configurations, respectively.  The interference patterns produced by the two 
beam configurations are shown in Figure 4.4.  For comparison with the cubic unit cells, 




Figure 4.4: (a) FCC lattice and simulated interference pattern with FCR lattice generated 
by the (3+1)-beam configuration. The ABC layer sequence is visible in the xz-plane.  
(b) DC lattice and simulated interference pattern with woodpile lattice generated by the 





In spite of the lattice stretch along the z-axis, the interference patterns remain 
bicontinuous over a certain range of intensity thresholds as shown in Figure 4.5 and 
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Figure 4.6.  The interference pattern is bicontinuous when the optical intensity distribution 
above and below the intensity threshold form two distinct regions, “each of which being 
completely connected within itself” [153].  When exposed, the 3D periodic structure 
becomes a self-standing open network of pores with important potential applications in 
bioengineering or microfluidics.  For the (3+1)-beam configuration, the lattice is 
bicontinuous for a normalized intensity threshold ranging from 24% to 59%.  For this 
range, the filling factor decreases from 74% to 21%.  For the (4+1)-beam configuration, 
the lattice is bicontinuous for a normalized intensity threshold ranging from 16% to 60%.  
For this range, the filling factor decreases from 84% to 17%.  The absolute contrasts, 
defined as (IPIIL,max – IPIIL,min)/(IPIIL,max + IPIIL,min), are close to unity and are 0.95 and 0.90 
for the (3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configuration, respectively. 
4.3 Simulated 3D-PIIL Exposures 
By combing 3D-MBIL and photomask imaging simultaneously, 3D-PIIL enables the 
fabrication of bicontinuous PLB microstructures in a single-exposure step.  The capabilities 
of the new field of 3D-PIIL are explored and analyzed in this Section. 
4.3.1 Photomask-Integrated 3D Periodic Microstructure 
A first case illustrating 3D-PIIL capabilities is the fabrication of photomask-integrated 3D 
periodic microstructures.  A clear-field photomask, which is transparent to light except for 
certain opaque features, is used in this example.  The photomask pattern can be arbitrary 
and to illustrate this versatility, a clear-field photomask representing a simplified version 









Figure 4.5: Filling factor of the 3D interference pattern with FCR lattice as a function of the normalized intensity threshold.  The 








Figure 4.6: Filling factor of the 3D interference pattern with woodpile lattice as a function of the normalized intensity threshold.  The 
interference pattern is bicontinuous for normalized intensity threshold ranging from 16% to 60%. 
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present simulations.  The width of the GT logo letters is 3Λxy
(q+1)
/M = 12μm and cover three 





.  The surface of the SU8 film is also displaced such that the 
image focal plane lies in the center of the photoresist.  Due to refraction, the common beam 
angle of propagation inside the photoresist, θSU8
(q+1)






nSU8⁄ ) (4.11) 
is smaller than θbeam
(q+1)
.  Therefore, the position of the image focal plane along the z-axis is 
different in air and in the photoresist.  The surface of the photoresist film must be shifted 
by z0 = −(tSU8 / 2) / nSU8 = −3μm.  With this shift, the image focal plane lies in the center of 
the photoresist film at z = 2μm, 5μm below the photoresist surface.  The resulting simulated 
3D-PIIL exposures are shown for a normalized intensity threshold of 50% in Figures 4.7(a) 
and (b) for the (3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configurations, respectively.  The simulated 
exposures exhibit an excellent integration of the photomask within the 3D interference 
patterns through the complete thickness of the photoresist.  In the vicinity of the integrated 
GT logo, the interference pattern is slightly perturbed due to edge diffraction, defocus, and 
off-axis imaging effects.  However, similar to 2D-PIIL results, the distortions are confined 
close to the integrated pattern and the 3D lattice becomes remarkably unperturbed only a 
few periods away from the GT logo.  3D and top views of portions of the undistorted lattice 
are shown in Figures 4.7(a) and (b).  For practical applications, the integrated photomask 
pattern could be a network of microfluidic channels within a 3D bioscaffold or a waveguide 







Figure 4.7: (a) Clear-field photomask with opaque GT logo.  3D and top views of the 




4.3.2 Photomask-Shaped 3D Periodic Microstructure 
Alternatively, a dark-field version of the GT logo photomask depicted in Figure 4.8(a) can 
be used to produce photomask-shaped 3D periodic microstructures by 3D-PIIL.  A 
dark-field photomask is opaque to light except for certain transparent portions.  The 
exposure parameters are identical to those of Section 4.3.1.  Simulated PIIL exposures for 
the (3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configurations are shown in Figures 4.8(b) and (c), respectively.  
With the dark-field photomask, 3D bicontinuous microstructures shaped like the 
photomask pattern can be produced.  While lattice distortions are small at the focal plane 
(z = 2μm), edge diffraction effects are stronger and exacerbated by defocus and off-axis 
imaging near the top (z = −3μm) and bottom (z = 7μm) of the photoresist film.  In addition, 
these perturbations are confined within the small areas of the GT logo.  As a result, the 3D 
interference pattern becomes strongly perturbed and the lattice lacks periodicity at the 
bottom and surface of the photoresist film.  With thicker transparent photomask patterns, 
distortions would be confined near the photomask edges and the interference pattern would 
be better reconstructed in the center of the photomask pattern.  The distortions would also 
be reduced using a smaller exposure wavelength.  Yet, without being periodic, the FCR-
like and woodpile-like structures are still bicontinuous and thus, self-standing.  Potential 
applications for these photomask-shaped 3D lattices include complex microfluidic 







Figure 4.8: (a) Dark-field photomask with transparent GT logo.  3D and top views of the 





4.3.3 Microcavity Integrated at the Top of a 3D Periodic Structure 
A third case illustrating 3D-PIIL capabilities is the fabrication of a 3D periodic 
microstructure with microcavities integrated at the surface.  Here, the photomask is an 
opaque disc with radius Λxy
(q+1)
/M = 4μm needed to create the microcavity.  The thickness 
of the SU8 film is increased to tSU8 = 20μm.  Also, the image focal plane lies at the surface 
of the photoresist film (z0 = 0μm).  Simulated 3D-PIIL exposures for an intensity threshold 
of 35% are shown in Figures 4.9(b) and (c) for the (3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configurations, 
respectively.  At the photoresist surface, the projected images of the disc are overlapping 
and focused and thus, create a microcavity-integrated interference pattern similar to the 
results presented in Section 4.3.1.  However, since the beams are propagating obliquely, 
the images of the disc are progressively separating and becoming defocused deeper in the 
photoresist.  If the photoresist film is thick enough, the 3D interference pattern starts to 
reconstruct below the microcavity by superposition of the out-of-focus and non-
overlapping images of the disc.  Exploded 3D views and side views of the central slice in 
Figures 4.9(b) and (c) show the 3D interference pattern reconstructed below the 
microcavity.  Although perturbed immediately below the microcavity, interference pattern 
distortions weaken for distances deeper in the SU8 film.   
The microcavity radius depends on the photomask disc radius and the system 
demagnification, M.  Here, the microcavity radius, rcav, is about 4μm × M = 1μm.  The 
microcavity depth, dcav, not only depends on rcav, but also on the beam propagation angle 
in the photoresist, θSU8
(q+1)
, defined in Equation (4.11).  Using simple geometric optics, dcav 








Figure 4.9: (a) Photomask with an opaque disc to create the cavity within the interference 
pattern.  Exploded views of the simulated 3D-PIIL exposures for the (b) (3+1)- and (c) 
(4+1)-beam configuration.  A microcavity is created at the surface of the 3D interference 
pattern.  Side views of the central slice (x = 0μm) depict the interference pattern being 
reproduced below the microcavity.  The intensity threshold is 35% of the maximum 






at which the images become separated by 2rcav as illustrated in Figures 4.9(b) and (c).  The 
estimated microcavity depths are 7.7μm and 9.0μm for the (3+1)- and (4+1)-beam 
configurations, respectively, and match well with measurements from the simulated 
exposures.  Analogous to the relationship between θbeam
(q+1)
 and the cubic nature of the unit 
cell discussed previously, the aspect ratio of the microcavity, rcav / dcav, depends on the 
tangent of θSU8
(q+1)
.  With larger θbeam
(q+1)
 (and thus θSU8
(q+1)
), the cavity is more spherical and unit 
cell is more cubical.  With smaller θbeam
(q+1)
, the cavity and the unit cell are more elongated 
along the z-axis. 
Although not simulated here, it is possible to displace the sample such that the image 
focal plane lies at the bottom of the photoresist film.  In that case, the images of the disc 
would start to overlap and create the microcavity deeper in the photoresist and the 
microcavity would be connected to the substrate.  The result would be a microcavity 
integrated at the bottom of the lattice. 
4.3.4  Microcavity-Integrated 3D Periodic Microstructure 
A fourth case illustrating 3D-PIIL capabilities is the complete embedding of a microcavity 
within a 3D periodic microstructure.  The principle of this unique result is similar to that 
of Section 4.3.3, yet an even thicker photoresist film is employed and the image focal plane 
is located at the center of the photoresist film to allow the interference pattern to reconstruct 
above and below the microcavity.  The SU8 film thickness is therefore increased to 
tSU8 = 50μm and its surface is shifted by z0 = −(tSU8 / 2) / nSU8 = −15μm.  The photomask 





Figure 4.10:  Exploded views of the simulated 3D-PIIL exposures for the (a) (3+1)- and 
(b) (4+1)-beam configuration.  A microcavity is successfully embedded within the 3D 
interference pattern.  Above and below the image focal plane (z = 10μm), the 3D 
interference pattern is progressively reproduced by interference of the out-of-focus and 
non-overlapping images of the disc photomask.  The intensity threshold is 35% of the 




(3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configurations are shown in Figures 4.10(a) and (b), respectively.  
At the image focal plane (z = 10μm), the images of the disc create a cavity within the 
interference pattern as illustrated in the close-up views of slices.  Close to the surface 
(z = −15μm) and the bottom (z = 35μm) of the SU8 film, however, the defocused and 
non-overlapping images of the disc interfere, leading to a reconstruction of the 3D 
interference pattern.  Similar to Section 4.3.3 results, the dimensions of the integrated 
microcavity depend on rcav and θSU8
(q+1)
.  In Figure 4.10, the microcavity dimensions for the 
(3+1)- and (4+1)-beam configurations are about 2μm×15μm and 2μm×18μm, respectively.  
These dimensions are twice those of the microcavities in Section 4.3.3, which is logical 
given the symmetry of the result.  Such a microcavity could be used, for example, for 
particle encapsulation or a high-Q optical resonator.  In the literature, there is no existing 
microfabrication technique capable of producing such microcavity-integrated 3D periodic 
microstructures in a rapid, single-exposure step.  As such,  3D-PIIL has been highlighted 
in a "Spotlight on Optics" article by the Optical Society of America as “the only method 
that can both create and pattern 3D periodic structures in a single step” [154]. 
4.4 Summary 
By enabling the rapid, single-exposure step fabrication of large-format 3D PLB 
microstructures, 3D-PIIL addresses the rapidity issue of current 3D microfabrication 
techniques.  Through thoughtful positioning of the surface of the photoresist film relative 
to the image plane, photomask-integrated, photomask-shaped 3D periodic microstructures 
as well as microcavities integrated on top of, or fully embedded within 3D periodic 
microstructures were presented to illustrate 3D-PIIL capabilities.   
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Refraction effects at the interface between the air and the photoresist are discussed as 
well.  Due to the change of beam angle of propagation within the photoresist, the 3D 
periodic lattices are stretched along the normal of the photoresist surface and 3D cubic 
lattices may not be feasible.  Similar to immersion photolithography, immersion PIIL could 
address this issue by employing an immersion fluid, whose refractive index matches that 
of the photoresist, to impede refraction effects. 
 
 
CHAPTER 5  
 
PATTERN-INTEGRATED INTERFERENCE EXPOSURE SYSTEM 




To demonstrate PIIL experimentally and to confirm PIIL exposure simulations, a pattern-
integrated interference exposure system (PIIES) prototype is designed and implemented.  
The PIIES capabilities and performance are also numerically analyzed using geometric 
optics and the ray-tracing software ZEMAX.  First, the range of feasible interference 
periods and the sensitivity of the interference pattern to beam decentering are investigated.  
Then, the imaging performance of the PIIES objective lenses as a compound objective lens 
is studied.  The analysis results are finally compared to the estimated precision of the 
manual alignment of the PIIES.  This research has resulted in two journal papers [89, 101]. 
5.1 PIIES Implementation 
A top view of the complete PIIES is depicted in Figure 5.1(a) and a picture of the prototype 
system in the laboratory is shown in Figure 5.1(b).  The PIIES is installed on a vibration-
isolated optical table defining the yz-plane.  A Spectra-Physics argon-ion UV laser 
operating at a single-line exposure wavelength, λexp, of 363.8nm is used as the laser source.  
The laser beam is divided and redirected using zero-order half-wave plates (HWPs), 
broadband polarizing beam-splitter cubes (PBSCs), and mirrors (M1 to M8).  By rotating 
a HWP positioned before (after) a PBSC, the intensity (polarization) of the beams exiting 
the PBSC can be controlled.  As a result, the multiple beams are individually controlled in 




Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic representation of the PIIES.  (b) Picture of the prototype PIIES 
in the laboratory.  Selected components from (a) are labeled. 
 
 
As explained in Section 2.3.1, an image-side high numerical aperture (NA) is desirable 
in PIIL to allow for both higher resolution and a smaller interference period.  In addition, 
large-diameter lenses are necessary to expand the cross-section of the interfering beams 
and thus, increase the exposure area at the image plane.  The only commercially-available 
lens that meets these criterion is a Thorlabs large-diameter aspheric lens (Thorlabs 
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AL7560-A) with NA = 0.62 at a lens design wavelength, λdes, of 780nm.  This lens is chosen 
as the objective lens 2 (OL2) and has a focal length fOL2 = 60mm.  For the objective lens 1 
(OL1), another large-diameter aspheric lens (Thorlabs AL100200-A) is employed, but with 
focal length fOL1 = 200mm.  Therefore, the compound objective lens magnification, 
M = fOL2 / fOL1, is 0.3.  For beam propagation symmetry and to facilitate system alignment, 
the condenser lens (CL) is identical to OL1.  The expander lenses (ELs) are 0.5in-diameter 
mounted aspheric lenses (Thorlabs A220TM-A) with focal length fEL = 11mm.  The M5 
and M8 mirrors are 0.5in-diameter mirrors.  The small diameters of the ELs and the mirrors 
ensure a minimized form factor and allow the beams to be aligned as close as possible prior 
to the CL. 
To maintain a reduced form factor, M5 and M8 are mounted in miniature corner 
mounts (Newport 9871-K); the ELs are secured in 0.5in-diameter lens mounts (Thorlabs 
LMR05S); and the ELs, M5, and M8 are all placed on 1.5in-wide compact three-axis linear 
stages (Newport DS40-XYZ).  The positioning of the other optics is less constraining.  The 
CL, OL1, and OL2 are secured in robust two-rotation-axis gimbal lens mounts (Newport 
605-4 and Aerotech AOM110).  For positioning in the yz-plane, the mounted CL and OL1 
are placed on two linear stages (Newport 426) staked at 90deg, while the mounted OL2 is 
positioned on a three-axis linear stage (Newport ULTRAlign XYZ). 
For the photomask and sample, robust custom mounts were designed and fabricated.  
The photomask mount placed at the object plane (OP) is stacked on a two-axis linear stage 
(Thorlabs XYT1) for alignment in the yz-plane, a platform (Thorlabs PY004) for both pitch 
(rotation around the y-axis) and yaw (rotation around the z-axis) correction, and a lab jack 
(Thorlabs L490) for translation along the x-axis (normal to the table).  For the sample 
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mount located at the image plane (IP), a tilt/yaw platform and a lab jack identical to those 
for the photomask mount are employed as well.  The positioning of the sample mount in 
the yz-plane is done with two linear stages stacked at 90deg.  The actuator of the linear 
stage oriented along the z-axis is a high-precision differential micrometer with sub-micron 
sensitivity (Newport DM-25L), which is needed position precisely the sample at the image 
focal plane. 
5.2 Interference Pattern Formation Capability 
5.2.1 Range of Feasible Angles of Incidence 
To assess the capabilities of the PIIES in producing useful interference patterns, the range 
of feasible common beam incidence angles at the image plane, θbeam, is first determined 
using ZEMAX [155].  The lenses are modeled in ZEMAX using the lens characteristics 
given in Table 5.1, which are provided by the lens manufacturer.  The ZEMAX-simulated 









Table 5.1: Lens parameters of EL, CL, OL1, and OL2 as given in the datasheets. 
 
Lens Parameter EL CL and OL1* OL2* 
Thorlabs Part Number A220TM-A AL100200-A AL7560-A 
Design Wavelength, λdes (nm) 633 780 780 
Focal Length (mm) 11 200 60 
Working Distance (mm) 6.91 187.4 36.5 
Clear Aperture (mm) 5.5 92 58 
NA 0.26 0.23 0.62 
    
Aspheric Coefficients    
Radius (mm) 72.47 / -5.97 102.24 / ∞ 43.84 / ∞ 
Conic − −1.318 −0.751 
2nd order (mm−2) − − 0.005 
4th order (mm−4) 3.384×10−4 8.682×10−8 1.616×10−6 
6th order (mm−6) 1.305×10−5 1.773×10−13 3.726×10−10 
8th order (mm−8) -1.098×10−6 1.903×10−17 9.893×10−14 
10th order (mm−10) 1.374×10−7 − 1.099×10−17 
12th order (mm−12) -5.496×10−9 − − 
*Note: Since their purchase, the AL100200-A and AL7560-A lenses have been redesigned by Thorlabs.  The 
lens characteristics now available from Thorlabs is different from the lens characteristics in the table. 
 
 
The propagation of the beams within the PIIES must meet the following conditions: 
1) Collimation of the beam at the object plane,  
2) Centering of the beam on the origin at the object plane,  
3) Beam propagation parallel to the z-axis between OL1 and OL2,  
4) Collimation of the beam at the image plane,  
5) Centering of the beam on the origin at the image plane, and  
6) Achieving the specified value of beam at the image plane.   
Meeting those constraints for a specific value of θbeam requires a particular positioning 
of the various optical elements within the PIIES configuration.  Using the ZEMAX 
optimization algorithm, the lateral beam displacement, dbeam, and the distances dEL-CL, 
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dCL-OP, dOP-OL1, dOL1-OL2, and dOL2-IP, defined in Figure 5.2 are set as variable parameters in 
the optimization of the above constraints.   
Physical constraints of the opto-mechanical system limit the feasible values of dbeam 
and beam.  The M5 and M8 mirror mounts in Figure 5.1(a) come into contact for 
dbeam ≈ 5mm, corresponding to a minimum value of beam of about 5deg.  For beam larger 
than 30deg, the beam becomes vignetted due to the limited clear aperture of OL2.  This 
vignetting reduces the diameter of the overlapping beams at the sample plane and thus, the 
exposure area.  Therefore, beam ranges from 5deg to 30deg.  The ZEMAX optimization 
indicates that experimentally feasible values of dbeam and inter-plane distances were found 
that satisfy the above constraints.  Of note, dEL-CL, dOL1-OL2, and the PIIES total length, dtotal, 
measured from the EL to the sample plane, were found to vary with beam.  The 
corresponding change in axial length ΔdEL-CL, ΔdOL1-OL2, and Δdtotal are plotted as a function 
of beam in Figure 5.3.  dEL-CL, dOL1-OL2, and dtotal decreases by about 12%, 12%, and 6%, 
respectively, for beam increasing from 5deg to 30deg.  These results suggest that ELs, OL2, 
and the sample mount must be repositioned for a new values of dbeam and beam, while the 
CL, photomask, and OL1 remain relatively fixed. 
5.2.2 Range of Feasible Interference Periods 
From an experimental perspective, monitoring and adjusting dbeam during the PIIES 
alignment is significantly more practical and less prone to errors than measuring beam once 
the complete PIIES has been aligned.  Therefore, a relationship between dbeam and the 





Figure 5.3: The EL, Cl, OL1, and OL2 can be positioned to satisfy the beam propagation 
constraints for the full range of feasible beam.  However, the distances dEL-CL, dOL1-OL2, and 




evaluated for four typical lattice symmetries of multi-beam interference patterns: a 2D 
hexagonal and square lattices produced with three beams, a 3D face-centered-
rhombohedral (FCR) lattice produced with four beams, and a 3D woodpile lattice produced 
with five beams.  A 2D hexagonal-lattice interference pattern is typically generated with 
three interfering beams symmetrically distributed around the z-axis.  The resulting 





The periods in the xy-plane for the 2D square-lattice (Λsq), 3D FCR- lattice (Λxy
(3+1)), and 
3D woodpile-lattice (Λxy
(4+1)) interference patterns are given in Equations (3.1), (4.7) and 
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(4.8), respectively.  The period along the z-axis for 3D interference patterns, Λz
(q+1)
, where 
q equals 3 or 4 for the (3+1)- or (4+1)-beam configuration, respectively, is given in 
Equation (4.9).  Using the ZEMAX optimization results from the previous section, dbeam 
can be calculated for each simulated beam.  For beam ranging from 5deg to 30deg, dbeam 
ranges from 4.95mm to 27.19mm.  From this relationship, feasible values of Λsq and Λhex 
are calculated for the 2D interference patterns and plotted as functions of dbeam in 







 are calculated and plotted as functions of dbeam in Figure 5.4(b).  Numerical 
values of dbeam and the interference periods for beam = 5deg and beam = 30deg are given in 
Table 5.2.   
 
 
Table 5.2: Numerical values of dbeam and the interference periods for the extreme values 
beam = 5deg and beam = 30deg. 
 
 dbeam (mm) Λsq (μm) Λhex (μm) 
(3 1)
xy
  (μm) (4 1)xy
 (μm) Λz (μm) 
beam = 5deg 4.95 2.95 2.78 4.82 3.99 160 




The feasible periods in the xy-plane range from sub-micron to a few microns.  
However, the feasible periods along the z-axis for 3D-PIIL exposures range from ~10μm 
to more than 150μm.  Since no immersion fluid is used in the present prototype PIIES, the 
3D interference patterns are stretched along the z-axis.  As discussed in Chapter 4, a 
photoresist-index-matching fluid would be needed to produce 3D cubic-lattice interference 
patterns.  The data points in Figures 5.4(a) and (b) are fitted to power functions with R2 
larger than 0.999 for the five fitting equations.  These empirical equations provide a 
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practical means to adjust dbeam and align the PIIES for a targeted interference period and 




Figure 5.4: Feasible periods for (a) 2D square- and hexagonal-lattice and (b) 3D FCR- and 
woodpile-lattice interference patterns.  Equations fitting the data points are given as well 





5.2.3 Interference Pattern Sensitivity to Beam Misalignment 
At the PIIES image plane, the interference pattern depends on the 1D interference fringes 
produced by all of the possible beam pairs.  In the general case of N-beam interference, 
N × (N – 1) / 2 fringe patterns are generated and contribute to the formation of the multi-
beam interference pattern.  Therefore, the period and the symmetry of the final interference 
pattern depend on these individual fringe patterns.  Due to possible lens or beam 
misalignment, the interfering beams may be subject to positioning errors such as 
decentering and tilting.  The objective of this section is to quantify the error in the period 
and the orientation of the interference fringes produced by a single beam pair when one of 
the interfering beams is decentered with respect to the z-axis.  The impact of beam tilting 
on imaging is discussed later. 
5.2.3.1 Perfect Beam Alignment 
The two-beam interference case at the PIIES image plane in the absence of beam 
misalignment is first reviewed.  The period between the bright and dark fringes and their 
orientation produced by the interference of two coherent, monochromatic beams depend 
on the beam wavevectors.  In the PIIES, the direction of the ith interfering beam at the 
image focal plane may be expressed as [dbeamcosφi dbeamsinφi fOL2], where φi is the 













which is the beam wavevector. The interference fringes produced by the two beams are 
characterized by the grating vector expressed as 
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Noteworthy, the component along the z-axis of the grating vector is 0 and thus, there 
is no periodicity along the z-direction.  From Equation (5.3), the period in the xy-plane 

















and the orientation of the grating vector relative to the x-axis as 
 Θ = tan-1 (
Δky
Δkx










The quantities Δk, Λ1D, and Θ are illustrated in Figure 5.5.  With azimuthal angles 
φ1 = 180deg and φ2 = −90deg for the two beams, the period of the fringe pattern is 




Figure 5.5: (a) Example two-beam configuration propagating after OL2. (b) 




5.2.3.2 Imperfect Beam Alignment 
A beam decentering is now assumed for the second beam and corresponds to a change in 
the intersect point between k2 and the z = −fOL2 plane.  Physically, it corresponds to a 
change in dbeam and φ2 for the second beam, but the beam still propagates parallel to the z-
axis between OL1 and OL2.  Due to the decentering, the second beam has a different lateral 
beam displacement, dbeam
*
, different angle of incidence, θbeam
*
, and a different azimuthal 
angle, φ
i
*which are illustrated in Figure 5.6(a).  These new beam parameters modify the 
grating vector and thus, both the fringe period and fringe orientation.  The beam 
decentering may be expressed as a function of two parameters: a radial distance error from 
the ideal intersection between k2 and the z = −fOL2 plane, ρ, and an azimuthal angle error, 







] ,  (5.6) 
and the modified grating vector is expressed as 







 - k1. (5.7) 
The expressions for the modified fringe period and orientation are 
 Λ1D
















Typical values of Λ1D, and Θ given in Table 5.3 are used to calculate changes in fringe 
period and orientation.  The relative fringe period error, eΛ = (Λ1D
*
 − Λ1D) / Λ1D, and the 
fringe orientation error, eΘ = Θ
* − Θ, at the image plane are calculated with Equations (5.8) 
and (5.9).  The maximum radial distance error, ρmax, is 0.5mm, which represents the 
maximum beam decentering.  The quantities eΛ and eΘ are plotted in Figures 5.6(b) and 
(c), respectively, as functions of the coordinates of the intersect point between k
*
2
  and the 
z = −fOL2 plane.  
 
 
Table 5.3: Beam parameters for the calculations of eΛ and eΘ 
 
λexp (nm) dbeam (mm) θbeam (deg) Λ (μm) Θ (deg) fOL2 (mm) ρmax (mm) φ1 (deg) φ2 (deg) 




The direction of the horizontal and vertical axes of the plots in Figures 5.6(b) and (c) 
are identical to those of the x- and y-axis in Figures 5.6(a).  Along the x-axis, the 
decentering ranges from −ρmax to ρmax.  Along the y-axis, the decentering ranges from 
dbeam − ρmax to dbeam + ρmax.  The (0, dbeam) point (center of the plots) corresponds to an 
absence of decentering since the second beam propagates along its ideal path.  The top-left 
corner point (ρmax, dbeam−ρmax), however, corresponds to a decentering with 
ρ = √2ρmax = 0.71mm and η = −45deg with respect to the x-axis.  From the calculations, eΛ 





Figure 5.6:  (a) Example two-beam configuration propagating after OL2, where the second 
beam is decentered relative to the z-axis.  As a result, the period and orientation of the 
interference fringes are modified.  (b) and (c) Relative fringe period error and fringe 




Due to their relative symmetry, it is interesting to analyze the plots by quadrants.  A 
beam decentering in the top-left (bottom-right) quadrant in both plots results in a slightly 
decreased (increased) length of Δk*, resulting in an increased (decreased) Λ* according to 
Equation (5.8).  However, the direction of Δk* is not significantly changed and thus, eΘ is 
small.  Conversely, a beam decentering in the top-right (bottom-left) quadrant of both plots 
results in a slightly clockwise (counter-clockwise) rotation of Δk*, and thus a clockwise 
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(counter-clockwise) rotation of the fringes.  Here, Θ = −45deg, so a clockwise rotation 
results in a negative eΘ since Θ
* < Θ.  However, the length of Δk* does not change 
significantly and thus, eΛ is small.   
Noteworthy, the plots are not exactly symmetrical with respect to the x=y-axis.  The 
contour lines are not straight lines, but arcs due to the beam arrangement.  Also, the period 
and orientation errors are not coupled.  With a beam decentering of (ρmax, dbeam + ρmax), it 
is possible to obtain a small period error, but a large orientation error, and vice-versa.  Also, 
since θbeam
*
 ≠ θbeam, Δkz
*
  0 and thus, a periodicity along the z-direction is expected.  Yet, 
Δkz
*




 and as a result, the grating vector lies 
essentially in the xy-plane. 
5.3 Photomask Imaging with the Prototype PIIES 
In the PIIES, the OL1 and OL2 form a confocal compound objective lens (COL) that 
projects images of the photomask placed at the object plane (OL1 front focal plane) to the 
image plane (OL2 back focal plane).  In this Section, the imaging performance of the COL 
is analyzed with the ZEMAX software at both λexp = 363.8nm and at λdes = 780nm 
wavelengths to evaluate the impact of using an exposure wavelength that differs from the 
lens design wavelength.  The performance of a diffraction-limited lens system is generally 
considered acceptable when it produces no more than one quarter-wavelength (0.25waves) 
wavefront optical path difference (OPD) [116].  The root-mean square (RMS) OPD of the 
COL is derived from the 37 first Zernike coefficients describing a map of phase errors 
across the exit pupil that can be calculated with ZEMAX.  More details about the Zernike 
polynomials and coefficients are given Appendix A.  First, OL1, OL2, and COL are studied 
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individually for the case of a perfect alignment with the z-axis.  Then, the impact of lens 
decentering and tilting on the COL imaging performance is investigated.  Finally, image 
shifting due to beam tilting and the image distortion field are investigated. 
5.3.1 COL Imaging Performance with Perfectly Aligned Lenses 
To calculate the RMS OPD of OL1 and OL2, the lens working distance defined from the 
lens back face to the back focal plane as depicted in Figures 5.7(a) and (b), is optimized to 
minimize the RMS OPD.  The RMS OPD values for OL1 and OL2 at λdes and λexp are given 
in Table 5.4.  As expected, the RMS OPD is almost zero for OL1 and OL2 at the lens 
design wavelength.  The optimized working distances for OL1 and OL2 are 187.4mm and 
36.6mm, respectively.  Those values are in excellent agreement with the lens working 
distances listed in Table 5.1.  When the wavelength is changed to λexp, the RMS OPDs 
increase and the working distances decrease.  The RMS OPD of OL1 and OL2 are 
0.23waves and 0.69waves, respectively.  This increase in OPD is essentially due to 
spherical aberrations. The Z1 (piston), Z9, Z16, Z25, Z36, and Z37 (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, and 
11th order spherical aberrations, respectively) Zernike coefficients contribute to the 
increased OPD.  The Zernike coefficient values are given in Appendix A.  Also, the OL1 
and OL2 working distances are reduced to 178.2mm and 33.9mm, respectively.  The 
reduction in working distance expected since λexp < λdes. 
OL1 and OL2 are next combined to be analyzed as a COL.  The distance between OL1 
and OL2 is fixed to a typical distance of 230mm.  This is due to the fact that if the OL1-
OL2 distance is set as a variable, the optimization diverges and no realistic solution is 
found.  However, the distance from the object plane to the front face of OL1 and the 
distance from the back face of OL2 to the image plane illustrated in Figure 5.7(c) are set 
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as variables.  The RMS OPDs for the COL are given in Table 5.4.  At λdes, the RMS OPD 
of the COL is almost zero as expected.  At λexp, however, the RMS OPD of the COL is 0.46 
waves, which is almost twice the quarter wavelength limit.  Therefore, using an exposure 
wavelength different from the lens design wavelength results in spherical aberrations that 
deteriorate the imaging of the photomask. 
 
 
Table 5.4: RMS OPD for OL1, OL2, and COL at the design and exposure wavelengths. 
 
 RMS OPD (waves) 
 OL1 OL2 COL 
λdes = 780nm 0.000 0.002 0.003 





Figure 5.7: ZEMAX modeling of (a) OL1, (b) OL2, and (c) COL.  
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5.3.2 Imaging Performance with Decentered or Tilted Lenses 
The impact of lens decentering and tilting on the imaging performance of the COL is next 
studied.  Lens decentering is defined as a lateral shift of the lens within the xy-plane and 
thus, a lens misalignment relative to the z-axis.  Lens tilting is defined as yaw (rotation 
around the x-axis) or pitch (rotation around the y-axis). 
To study the impact of lens decentering on the RMS OPD of the COL, OL1 and OL2 
are decentered separately.  First OL1 is decentered while OL2 is maintained perfectly 
aligned.  Then OL2 is decentered while OL1 is maintained perfectly aligned.  Also, the 
decentering is applied along the y=x axis.  The RMS OPDs of the COL are plotted as 
functions of OL1 and OL2 decentering in Figure 5.8(b) and (c), respectively.  The dashed 
and solid lines correspond to RMS OPD calculations at λdes and λexp, respectively.  OL1 
appears to be significantly more sensitive to decentering than OL2.  At λdes, a decentering 
smaller than 50µm remains acceptable as the RMS OPD is still smaller than 0.25waves.  At 
λexp, a decentering smaller than 25µm does not increase noticeably the RMS OPD above its 
starting value of 0.46waves.  25µm may be considered as an acceptable decenter error 
during the PIIES alignment.  Of note, even if OL2 is less sensitive to decentering than OL1, 
large decentering of OL2 will result in a detrimental lateral shift of the projected images 
that should be prevented. 
Similar to the decentering study, OL1 and OL2 are not tilted simultaneously, but 
separately to study the influence of lens tilting.  Also, the tilt angle is applied as yaw and 
pitch simultaneously.  The RMS OPDs of the COL are plotted as functions of tilt angles 










Figure 5.8: (a)  Illustration of lens decentering applied on OL1 in the COL.  (b) and (c)  











Figure 5.9: (a)  Illustration of lens tilting in the COL.  (b) and (c)  Calculated RMS OPDs 




correspond to RMS OPD calculated at λdes and λexp, respectively.  Unlike decentering, OL2 
is significantly more sensitive to tilting than OL1.  To produce an identical RMS OPD, 
OL1 has to be tilted almost ten times more than OL2.  At λdes, tilt angles smaller than 0.1deg 
for OL1 and 0.015deg for OL2 result in RMS OPD smaller than 0.25waves.  At λexp, a tilt 
error smaller than 5×10−3deg remains acceptable as it does not increase the RMS OPD 
above 0.46waves significantly. 
5.3.3 Exposure Field Distortions 
Image distortions across the field of exposure at the COL image plane are next analyzed.  
The ZEMAX distortion grid analysis tool was used to calculate the image-plane 
coordinates of a grid of points located at the object plane.  The coordinates of the imaged 
grid points can be compared to the reference coordinates of the undistorted image of the 
grid.  From these grid point coordinates, a distortion error is calculated as the difference 
between the radial coordinates of an actual grid point and the radial coordinates of the 
reference grid point.  For the present calculation, λexp is used as the exposure wavelength 
and dbeam and θbeam are equal to the typical values listed in Table 5.3.  The COL is assumed 
to be perfectly aligned.  Interfering beams with these parameters generate interference 
patterns with a ~1μm-period.  The width of the simulated grid is 8.6mm at the object plane.  
At the image plane, the width of the projected grid is about 2.5mm.  The ratio of the widths 
is 0.29 and is consistent with the estimated magnification M = 0.3 of the COL.  Two beam 
configurations are considered and shown in Figure 5.10(a) and Figure 5.11(a), 







Figure 5.10: (a) 3D and (b) 2D representations of an example three-beam configuration at the COL image plane.  (c), (d), and (e) 
Distortion error across the image plane for the first, second, and third beam, respectively.  The three red dots correspond to the discussed 
example points.  (f) RMS of the three distortion error maps.  The exposure field area with RMS < 0.5μm is smaller than 0.2mm2 and 









Figure 5.11: (a) 3D and (b) 2D representations of an example three-beam configuration at the COL image plane.  (c), (d), and (e) 
Distortion error across the image plane for the first, second, and third beam, respectively.  (f) RMS of the three distortion error maps.  




For the first beam configuration, the distortion errors at the image plane generated by 
each of the three beams, D1, D2, and D3, are plotted in Figures 5.10(c)-(e), respectively.  A 
pixel with a negative (positive) error correspond to a projected grid point that is closer to 
(further from) the origin than the reference projected grid point.  Of note, the distortion 
errors exhibit a symmetry along the projections in the xy-plane of their corresponding 
beams, which are depicted in Figure 5.10(b).  Yet, the grids are distorted differently 
depending on the beam.  For example, for a reference point projected at (x, y) = (0, 250μm), 
the actual grid point is located at (0, 250μm) with the first beam (0.0μm error), (0, 250.7μm) 
with the second beam (0.7μm error), and (0, 249.3μm) with the third beam (−0.7μm error).  
The corresponding points are marked with red dots in the distortion errors maps in 
Figures 5.10(c)-(e).  Therefore, the RMS distortion error for this particular point only 
250μm from the optical axis is 0.56μm, which is already half the targeted interference 
period of 1μm.  Such a misalignment of the images is therefore extremely detrimental when 
attempting to integrate the superposed photomask features within the interference pattern.  
The field of exposure with RMS < 0.5μm is expected to be smaller than 0.2mm2 around the 
optical axis.  The RMS distortion error is plotted in Figure 5.10(f).  It is stretched along the 
x-axis, which is the axis of symmetry of the projection of the three-beam configuration in 
the xy-plane.  The maximum RMS distortion error in the 2.5mm × 2.5mm image field is 
26.6μm. 
Similar results for the second beam configuration shown in Figure 5.11(a) are 
calculated and plotted in Figures 5.11(c)-(f).  The distortion errors also exhibit symmetries 
along axes that are matching the projections of their respective beams in the xy-plane 
depicted in Figure 5.11(b).  The RMS distortion error is circularly symmetrical due to the 
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symmetry of the beam configuration.  Similar to the previous results, the exposure field 
around the optical axis is smaller than 0.2mm2 for RMS distortion errors smaller than 
0.5μm.  The maximum RMS distortion error is 25.34μm and is slightly smaller than that 
for the first beam configuration due to the more symmetrical beam configuration. 
Interestingly, the calculated distortion errors at the λdes = 780nm lens design 
wavelength are very similar.  For example, the maximum RMS distortion errors calculated 
at λdes are 24.92μm and 23.78μm for the two beam configurations, respectively. These 
values are only 6% smaller than those obtained with λexp.  Although the on-axis imaging is 
significantly better at λdes as shown in Section 5.3.1, the field of exposure remains 
significantly limited around the optical axis with both wavelengths.  This result is actually 
not entirely surprising knowing that state-of-the-art photolithographic lenses contain tens 
of simple lens elements to correct for optical aberrations over field of view larger than 
500mm2.  The simple design of the COL in the prototype PIIES appears to be too 
rudimentary to align correctly multiple images over large exposure fields.  A 
photolithographic-grade COL would therefore be needed in the PIIES to enable the precise 
superposition of photomask images over large areas. 
5.3.4 Image Shifting with Beam Tilting 
In addition to beam decentering, one or more of the interfering beams may be tilted between 
OL1 and OL2, i.e. the beam is not propagating parallel to the z-axis.  The consequence of 
a tilted beam between OL1 and OL2 is a lateral shift of the photomask image at the image 
plane, which is detrimental to the accurate superposition of the photomask images and their 
integration within the interference pattern. 
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To study the impact of beam tilt, the problem is simplified by assuming that the beam 
is at the correct dbeam distance from the z-axis at the front focal plane of OL2, but is tilted 
by an angle ψ.  In the paraxial approximation, the tilted and non-tilted beams propagate 
parallel after OL2 and thus, have the same angle of incidence θbeam as illustrated in 
Figure 5.12(a).  Yet, the tilted beam is shifted upward in the present example and does not 
intersect the image plane on the optical axis.  From geometrical optics, the shift, σ, can be 
estimated as σ = f
OL2
sin ψ.  With  fOL2 = 53.17mm (Table 5.3), σ is plotted as a function of 
ψ in Figure 5.12(a).  A beam tilt as small as 10-3deg is sufficient to produce a 1µm shift at 
the image plane.  Since the feasible periods calculated in Section 5.2.2 are close to 1µm, it 
means that the beams must be aligned with less than 10-3deg tilt error to insure a correct 
superposition of the images during the PIIL exposures.  The shift can also be calculated 
using the ZEMAX software, which provides a more rigorous simulation of the beam 
propagation through the lens.  The ZEMAX-calculated shifts are plotted as a function of ψ 
in Figure 5.12(b) and show a very good agreement with the paraxial model. 
 
     
Figure 5.12: (a) Schematic representation of the propagation of a non-tilted (solid line) 
and tilted (dotted line) beam chief ray through OL2.  The tilted ray is shifted upward at the 
image plane.  (b) Image shift as a function of the beam tilt. Tilt error as low as 10-3deg can 




A prototype PIIES implementing the PIIL technique was implemented with commercially-
available lens components and opto-mechanical parts.  The prototype PIIES was further 
analyzed using ZEMAX and geometrical optics.  The analysis results are summarized in 
Table 5.5 and in Table 5.6. 
 
 
Table 5.5: Summary of PIIES capabilities 
 
Range of θbeam 5deg to 30deg 
Range of interference period in the xy-plane ~ 0.5μm to ~5μm 
Range of interference period along the z-axis  
(for 3D interference patterns) 
~ 1μm to ~160μm 
Minimum on-axis RMS OPD 0.46waves 




The prototype PIIES allows for a relatively large range of beam incidence angles at 
the image plane.  Of note, beam vignetting begins to occur for beam angles close to 30deg 
and may result in reduced exposure areas and beam aberrations. With an exposure 
wavelength of 363.8nm, the range of beam incidence angles enables interference periods 
ranging from sub-micron to a few microns in the xy-plane and from microns to tens of 
microns along the z-axis for 3D interference patterns.  Empirical fitting equations between 
the interference period and the lateral beam displacement were derived.  From an 
experimental perspective, these relationships are practical and facilitate the PIIES 
alignment in targeting a desired lattice period.  In case of beam decentering, the period and 
orientation of the interference fringe that form the complete interference pattern may be 
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modified.  For +/− 0.25mm decentering, the relative fringe period errors is about 2% and 
the fringe orientation error is about 1deg.   
The capabilities of the PIIES COL in projecting the multiple images of the photomask 
have been studied as well.  The use of an exposure wavelength different from the lens 
design wavelength results in a large 0.46waves RMS OPD, essentially due to spherical 
aberrations.  Imperfect imaging of the photomask pattern is therefore expected.  The RMS 
OPD is further worsened with lens decentering and tilting.  Yet, 25μm lens decentering and 
5mdeg lens tilting remain acceptable as to not increase significantly the RMS OPD above 
0.46waves.  Photomask image superposition is also impeded due to field distortions at the 
image plane.  Overlay errors smaller than 0.5μm are achieved in an exposure area of 
250μm × 250μm only.  Finally, 1μm overlay errors are also possible with beam tilting as 
small as 1mdeg. 
 
 
Table 5.6: Summary of PIIES sensitivity analysis compared to estimated experimental 
precision. 
 
Numerical Analysis Results 
 Estimated Alignment 
Precision 
Maximum beam decentering  




Maximum acceptable lens decentering  25μm   33μm 
Maximum acceptable lens tilting  5mdeg   9mdeg 




These results must be compared with the estimated alignment precisions of the PIIES 
as listed in Table 5.6.  For example, the laser beams are experimentally aligned on the 
target with an estimated precision of 0.25mm, which can be considered as the maximum 
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experimental beam decentering error.  Since the beam are aligned over a ~2m distance (half 
the length of the optical table), the maximum experimental beam tilting error is estimated 
at tan−1 (0.25 / 2000) ≈ 7mdeg.  When the lenses are positioned, the distance available 
to align the beams is reduced to ~1.5m.  Using geometrical optics, the maximum 
experimental lens decentering and tilting errors are estimated as 
fOL1 × 0.25 / 1500 ≈ 33μm and tan





CHAPTER 6  
 




In this Chapter, the prototype PIIES presented in Chapter 5 is used to demonstrate PIIL 
experimentally and validate the PIIES analysis results.  The experimental procedures 
including the PIIES alignment, sample processing, and focusing procedure are first given.  
Then, PIIL experimental exposures are presented, characterized by scanning-electron 
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), and compared to simulated PIIL 
exposures.  This research has resulted in two journal papers [102, 104]. 
6.1 Experimental Procedure 
6.1.1 PIIES Alignment Procedure 
The alignment procedure for the prototype PIIES initially reported in [89] proved to lack 
precision and repeatability given the requirements discussed in Chapter 5 and thus, had to 
be reexamined.  A new alignment procedure was established and is presented in this 
Section.  Four schematic representations of the prototype PIIES at different stages of its 
alignment are depicted in Figures 6.1 to 6.4.  Although more beams can be aligned with 
this procedure, only the central beam and two side beams, all contained in the yz-plane, are 
represented for clarity.  In this new alignment procedure, the central beam represents the 
PIIES optical axis and thus, plays a crucial role in the system alignment.  For 2D-PIIL, the 




The first alignment steps consist in positioning the two mirrors M1 and M2 so that the 
laser beam is redirected along the z-axis and propagates along the length of the optical table 
(Figure 6.1).  Using the longest available optical path is counter-intuitive for an 
interference-based system, but in the absence of high-resolution alignment tools, aligning 
the laser beams over long distances helps minimizing beam tilt errors.  A more advanced 
PIIES with automatic alignment system could be more compact.  After the positioning of 
the M1 and M2 mirrors, the half-wave plates (HWPs) and polarizing beam-splitter cubes 
(PBSCs) are added to divide the initial laser beam into multiple polarization- and intensity-
controlled beams.  Although not represented in Figure 6.1, additional HWP and PBSC are 
used right after the M2 mirror to control the beam intensity in the PIIES.  Since the HWPs 
and PBSCs may modify beam propagation, the alignment of the central beam has to be 
verified.  The precise alignment of the central beam is crucial since it represents the PIIES 
optical axis and as such, it is later used to align the condenser lens (CL), objective lens 1 










The next major steps involve the positioning of the M3 to M8 mirrors as depicted in 
Figure 6.2.  The M3, M4, M6, and M7 mirrors must first be carefully aligned such that the 
two side beams propagate parallel to the y-axis.  Then, the M5 and M8 mirrors are 
positioned to redirect the side beams parallel to the z-axis and at the correct lateral beam 
displacement, dbeam.  The expander lenses (ELs) are also temporarily positioned such that 




Figure 6.2: Alignment of the M3 to M8 mirrors to redirect the side beams along the z-axis 




Next, the CL, OL1, OL2, photomask mount, and sample mount are added in this order to 
complete the prototype PIIES (Figure 6.3).  Each lens is aligned by looking at the two 
reflections of the central beam produced by the two lens faces.  The pitch, yaw, and lateral 
position of the lens are adjusted until the central beam and the two reflections are aligned.  
Lens positioning along the z-axis requires a different procedure. With the ELs in place, the 
CL is positioned along the z-axis such that the expanded beams are collimated. Then, 
without the ELs, OL1 is positioned along the z-axis such that the multiple beams propagate 
parallel to the z-axis after OL1.  Finally, with the ELs in place, OL2 is positioned along the 
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z-axis such that the beams are collimated after OL2.  Once the lenses are positioned, the 
ELs and CL are separated by a distance fEL + fCL, CL and OL1 are separated by a distance 
fCL + fOL1, and OL1 and OL2 are separated by a distance fOL1 + fOL2.  The PIIES is therefore 








The photomask and sample mounts are then added to the PIIES.  Both mounts are 
positioned using a similar technique.  The pitch and yaw of the photomask (sample) mount 
are adjusted such that beams and their reflections on the photomask (a test sample) are 
evenly distributed around the optical axis upstream of the CL (OL2).  Then, the photomask 
(test sample) is displaced along the z-axis until the beams are all diffracted simultaneously 
by a photomask (test sample) light-blocking feature.  This ensures that the photomask (test 
sample) is positioned at the object (image) plane of the PIIES, where the multiple beams 
are focused and overlapping.  If the CL (OL2) and the photomask (sample) mount are 
aligned correctly, the incident and reflected beams upstream of the CL (OL2) should be 
aligned. The complete PIIES with the ELs is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Finally, using a Glan-Thompson polarizer and power meters, the polarization and 
intensities of the beams are adjusted by rotating the HWPs placed prior to and after the 
PBSC, respectively.  These adjustments are done between the OL1 and OL2 when the 




Figure 6.4: Addition of the ELs to complete the 8f prototype PIIES. 
 
6.1.2 Photomask Design 
The photomask contains custom-designed elements to be integrated within the interference 
pattern.  The photomask is a 4in, chrome-on-glass photomask fabricated by the Georgia 
Tech Institute for Electronics and Nanotechnology (IEN) mask shop.  The various 
photomask elements are depicted in Figure 6.5. 
The photomask contains seven elements corresponding to representative functional 
elements of photonic-crystal (PhC) devices plus the logo of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology (GT).  The PhC functional elements are comprised of two waveguide couplers, 
a ring resonator, a 90deg-bend waveguide, a straight waveguide, a PhC circuitry, and a 
passband filter.  Given their geometry, the photomask elements are intended to be 
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integrated within a square-lattice interference pattern.  Except for the PhC circuitry and the 
GT logo, each element has two designs: a single-period-blocking design with 3.35μm-wide 
features intended to cover a single interference period, and a double-period-blocking 
design with 6.70μm-wide features intended to cover two interference periods.  Since the 
PIIES system magnification M is 0.3, the targeted interference period is 




Figure 6.5: Schematic representations of the single- and double-period-blocking 







The single- and double-period-blocking elements are grouped as a pair as depicted in 
Figure 6.6(a).  The pair is duplicated 100 times and arranged in a 10 × 10 array delimited 
by a frame as shown in Figure 6.6(b).  For each photomask element, nine frames 
corresponding to nine different size scales ranging from 98% to 102% are included in the 
photomask.  The photomask contains a total of 72 frames.  Identification codes are added 
to each frame to recognize the photomask element (P1 to P8) and its size scale (S1 to S9).  
To facilitate the positioning of the photomask with unaided eyes, 5mm-tall numeric 
characters (1 to 8) are also incorporated to identify easily the lines containing the P1 to P8 




Figure 6.6: (a) Single- and double-period-blocking photomask elements are grouped as a 
pair.  (b) 10 × 10 array of element pairs delimited by a solid frame and identification code.  
(c) Complete photomask containing 72 frames corresponding to the eight different 






6.1.3 Sample Processing 
The samples to be exposed are prepared in the GT IEN Pettit cleanroom.  The sample 
substrates are 1.25”-square optical-grade fused quartz slides.  After being chemically 
cleaned in a 3:1 mixture of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) on a 150ºC 
hotplate, the slides are stored in a cleanroom dry box.  Prior to every experiment, the slides 
are cleaned again using an ultrasonic bath of acetone for 5min; rinsed with methanol, 
isopropanol, and deionized (DI) water; and finally dried for 5min on a hotplate at 150ºC.  
Once dry, the slides are first coated with Microprime P-20 primer to increase photoresist 
adhesion and then with Microposit SC1813 positive-tone photoresist using a SCS G3P8 
spin coater.  Both the primer and the photoresist are coated at 3500rpm for 40sec.  The 
samples are then softbaked for 3min on a hotplate at 115C to remove photoresist solvent.  
The photoresist film is 1.5μm thick as measured with a profilometer. 
Covered in aluminum foil to avoid exposure from the ambient light, the samples are 
brought to the Optics Laboratory, where the prototype PIIES is installed.  The output laser 
power is 170mW.  The exposure time is about 1sec to 2sec.  Once exposed, the photoresist 
is brought back to the cleanroom to be developed in an agitation bath of Microposit MF-319 
developer for 30sec, rinsed with DI water, and dried with nitrogen.  The developed sample 
is then evaluated using an optical microscope.  For SEM imaging, the sample is further 
coated with ~20nm of gold/palladium using a Hummer 6 gold sputterer. 
6.1.4 Sample Focusing Procedure 
In the absence of an automatic focus system, a trial-and-error procedure requiring multiple 
exposures at various positions along the z-axis is employed to find the plane of best focus, 
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i.e. the plane where the photomask images are superposed and correctly integrated within 
the interference pattern.  A single sample is exposed up to nine times to test nine different 
planes of focus.  Between each exposure, the sample mount is translated along the z-axis 
by a constant defocusing step using the high-precision z-axis actuator of the sample mount.  
A coarse 15μm defocusing step is used first.  The sample is also translated along the x- of 
y-directions by 8mm steps between the exposures such that the nine ~6mm-diameter 
exposure spots are not overlapping as shown in Figure 6.7.   
After the development and rinsing step, the nine exposure spots are analyzed with a 
microscope to determine which exposure plane is the closest to the plane of best focus.  
Because the plane of best focus is usually not found with a single sample, up to four 
samples are prepared to be exposed as well.  For the next sample, the defocusing step is 
typically divided by two and the range of defocus along the z-axis is centered around the 




Figure 6.7:  Picture of an exposed, developed, and gold-coated sample containing nine 
individual PIIL exposures.  Light diffraction from the gratings and integrated large 




6.2 Experimental results 
6.2.1 Integration of Double-Period-Blocking Photomask Patterns within a Square-
Lattice Periodic Microstructure 
Through careful alignment of the prototype PIIES and focusing procedure, the integrations 
of the double-period-blocking 90deg-bend waveguide, first waveguide coupler, ring 
resonator, and straight waveguide within a 2D square-lattice interference pattern are first 
demonstrated.  For these experimental results, the three-beam configuration at the image 
plane is depicted in Figure 6.8.  The lateral beam displacement, dbeam, is 13.97mm.  
According to the fitting function Λsq,fit (dbeam) derived in Section 5.2.2, the expected lattice 
period is Λsq,fit = 1.022μm.  The intensities of the two beams labeled k1 and k2 propagating 
in the yz-plane, are adjusted to be half of that of the beam labeled k3, which propagates in 
the xz-plane.  The linear polarizations of the first and second beams are orthogonal and the 
linear polarization of the third beam bisects the other two.  SEM images of the PIIL-












Figure 6.9: (a), (b), and (c).  Low-magnification SEM image, high-magnification SEM 
image, and simulated PIIL exposure of the integration of the 90deg-bend waveguide within 
the square-lattice periodic microstructure, respectively.  (d), (e), and (f).  Low-
magnification SEM image, high-magnification SEM image, and simulated PIIL exposure 






Figure 6.10: (a), (b), and (c).  Low-magnification SEM image, high-magnification SEM 
image, and simulated PIIL exposure of the integration of the ring resonator within the 
square-lattice periodic microstructure, respectively.  (d), (e), and (f).  Low-magnification 
SEM image, high-magnification SEM image, and simulated PIIL exposure of the 






These experimental results demonstrate that PLB microstructures can be fabricated in 
a single exposure step by PIIL.  The experimental results may seem unsatisfactory since 
the transitions between the integrated photomask patterns and the periodic lattice lacks 
sharpness.  However, as discussed in Chapter 5, significant optical aberrations and overlay 
errors were expected due to the use of non-optimized optics and manual alignment of the 
system.  Given the estimated alignment precision, these experimental results are actually 
very satisfactory.  Noteworthy, the double bend in the 90deg-bend waveguide is 
distinguishable (Figure 6.90(b)), the periodic lattice between the two arms of the 
waveguide coupler is reproduced (Figure 6.90(e)), the periodic lattice inside the ring and 
between the ring and the waveguides in the ring resonator is present (Figure 6.10(b)), and 
the straight waveguide is well integrated (Figure 6.10(e)).  Away from the integrated 
photomask elements, the periodic lattice is well reproduced as shown in Figure 6.11. 
Depending on the exposure time, the photoresist is more or less exposed and thus, 
developed.  For an exposure time, texp, smaller than 1.5sec, the flat surface of the photoresist 
is still visible, but for longer exposure times, the surface exhibits a pattern of “hills” and 
“valleys”.  Standing wave effects are also visible, in particular in Figure 6.11(b) and (c), 
for which the sample has been tilted by 15deg.  The lattice constants averaged over ten 
periods and along the two lattice vectors are given in Table 6.1.  Between the two lattice 
directions, the measured lattice constants differ by less than 1%.  Compared to the targeted 
lattice constant calculated with the fitting equations derived in Chapter 5, there are 3% to 
5% relative period error eΛ.  The angle measured between the two lattice directions are 
listed in Table 6.1 as well, and the orientation error eΘ is less than 1deg compared to the 




Figure 6.11: SEM images of the periodic square-lattice produced with (a) 1sec, (b) 1.5sec, 





Table 6.1: Experimental average lattice periods and lattice vector angles. 
 




90deg-Bend 1.070 4.6 89.28 −0.72 
Ring Resonator 1.073 5 90.50 0.5 
Waveguide Coupler 1.058 3.5 90.84 0.84 





Simulated PIIL exposures are also included in Figure 6.90 and Figure 6.10.  The size 
scales in the simulated exposures are identical to those in the SEM images.  The simulation 
results correspond to top-view of the 3D optical intensity distribution above a normalized 
intensity threshold of 0.4.  For the simulations, the experimental parameters are used as 
simulation parameters and the lenses are assumed to be perfectly aligned.  Of note, the 
Zernike coefficients calculated in Section 5.3.1 (and given in Appendix A) describing the 
PIIES optical aberrations due to the use of a wavelength different from the lens design 
wavelength are integrated in the simulations.  Due to spherical aberrations, the three images 
of the photomask are not overlapping properly for a position of the photoresist surface, z0, 
of 0μm.  The defocus z0 must be increased to 6μm such that the photomask images are 
reasonably aligned.  The qualitatively good agreement between the experimental results 
and the simulated exposures indicates that the lack of sharpness is mainly due to spherical 
aberrations rather than misalignment of the PIIES components. 
6.2.2 Integration of Single-Period-Blocking Photomask Patterns within a Square-
Lattice Periodic Microstructure 
SEM images of the integrated single-period-blocking photomask elements are shown in 
Figure 6.12.  Due to their smaller feature size, the single-period-blocking elements are 
more challenging to image and align correctly and thus, are more difficult to integrate 
precisely within the lattice.  Producing conclusive results with relatively complex elements 
such as the waveguide coupler and ring resonator has proved to be challenging as shown 
in Figures 6.12(a) and (b).  However, satisfactory PIIL exposures have been obtained with 








Figure 6.12:  SEM image of PIIL exposures using the single-period-blocking (a) 
waveguide coupler, (b) ring resonator, (c) 90deg-bend waveguide, and (d) straight 





These photomask patterns exhibit simpler geometries and are simpler to integrate.  SEM 
images of these two photomask elements integrated within the square-lattice interference 
patterns are shown in Figures 6.12(c) and (d).  Corresponding simulated PIIL exposures 
are shown in Figures 6.12(e) and (f).  Noteworthy, lattice distortions located a few periods 
above the integrated 90deg-bend and straight waveguides are visible in both the 
experimental and simulated exposures. 
6.2.3 Integration of Single-Period-Blocking Photomask Patterns within a 
Hexagonal-Lattice Periodic Microstructure 
Using another beam configuration depicted in Figure 6.13(a), the single-period-blocking 
straight waveguide was also integrated within a hexagonal-lattice interference pattern as 
shown in the SEM image in Figure 6.13(b).  For this result, the interference beams have 
equal intensities, the beam polarizations are linear and lie in their plane of incidence, and 
the lateral beam displacement is increased to dbeam = 15.24mm.  The lattice constant 
averaged over ten periods is 0.87μm and is less than 2% smaller than the expected lattice  
constant Λhex,fit = 0.886μm obtained from the fitting function Λhex,fit (dbeam) derived in 
Section 5.2.2.  Ghost motifs are perceptible in the waveguide in Figure 6.13(b) and also in 
the simulated PIIL exposure in Figure 6.13(c). These residual motifs are not uncommon 










Figure 6.13: (a) Beam configuration at the PIIES image plane to generate the 
hexagonal-lattice 2D-PIIL experimental results.  (b) SEM image of the single-period-
blocking straight waveguide integrated within the lattice.  (c)  Corresponding simulated 
PIIL exposure.  Residual motifs due to non-optimal conditions are visible in both 




The microstructure topology has been further characterized by AFM using high-
aspect-ratio tips (Bruker TESP-HAR).  A 3D reconstruction of the periodic lattice and the 
corresponding simulated 3D optical intensity distribution within the photoresist are shown 
in Figures 6.14(a) and (b), respectively.  The closest match between the AFM image and 
the simulated exposure is obtained for a normalized threshold intensity of 0.4.  The 
simulated exposure in Figure 6.14(b) can be seen as underexposed photoresist remaining 
on the substrate after development.  Depth profiles measured by AFM parallel to the 
waveguide in the xz-plane and across the waveguide in the yz-plane are superposed with 
the simulated PIIL exposures in Figures 6.14(c) and (d), respectively, and provide a good 
qualitative match between experiments and simulations.   
The depth of the holes is ~0.8μm indicating that the photoresist has not been exposed 
across its total thickness.  Also, the hole depths range from ~0.5μm to ~0.9μm signifying 
that intensity fluctuations during the exposure impact the homogeneity of the hole depths.  
Noteworthy, intensity fluctuations along the z-axis in the simulations are caused by 
standing waves due to refractive index mismatch between the photoresist and the substrate.  
These fluctuations are not measured by the AFM tip due to the tapping nature of the 
technique.  In the simulations, seven intensity oscillations can be counted for a hole, which 
is consistent with the theoretical number of standing waves calculated as 
~0.8μm / (λexp / 2nS1813) ≈ 7 and with the number of standing waves visible in Figure 6.11. 
6.2.4 Exposure Field Distortions 
As described previously, the photomask elements are arranged in 10 × 10 arrays delimited 
by a frame.  For the 90deg-bend waveguide elements, the frame dimension is 





Figure 6.14:  (a) 3D AFM image of the single-period-blocking straight waveguide 
integrated within the hexagonal lattice of holes.  (b) Corresponding simulated PIIL 
exposure.  (c) and (d) Cross-sectional view of the simulated PIIL exposures with the depth 






A low magnification microscope image of the PIIL exposure of this frame is shown in 
Figure 6.15(a).  The three projections of the frame are visibly distorted and not superposed 
correctly.  The distortions also apply for the elements in the array.  As shown in the SEM 
image of the center of the array in Figure 6.15(b), overlay errors increase rapidly, resulting 
in satisfactory results for only one 90deg-bend waveguide.  This experimental observation 
confirms the numerical analysis of the image field distortions.  In Section 5.3.3, the RMS 
distortion error was smaller than 0.5μm for an exposure field area of only 0.2mm2 and 
centered on the optical axis. 
The projection of the frame at the image plane produced by each beam can be 
simulated with ZEMAX and compared to the experimental exposure.  The outlines of the 
three distorted frames extracted from Figure 6.15(a) are shown in Figure 6.15(c).  The 
circle in the center corresponds to the location of the best lattice-integrated 90deg-bend 
waveguide.  For comparison, the outlines of the projected frames have been separately 
simulated with ZEMAX and are shown superposed in Figure 6.15(d).  The circle in 
Figure 6.15(d) corresponds to the center of the simulated distortion grids, where distortions 
are absent.  The position of this circle has been adjusted to best fit the experimental data 
and thus, is not in the center of the frames.  In both Figures 6.15(c) and (d), the size scales 
are identical.  The green, blue, and red lines correspond to the outlines of the frames 
projected by the first, second, and third beam as defined in Figure 6.8.  Experiments and 
simulations show a very good match, demonstrating that the current prototype PIIES has a 
very limited exposure field due to the non-optimal design of its projection lens.  In a more 
advanced PIIES employing a photolithographic-grade projection lens made of multiple 




Figure 6.15:  (a) Low-magnification microscope image of a complete frame containing a 
10 × 10 array of 90deg-bend waveguides.  (b) SEM image of the portion of the array 
containing the photomask elements that are the best integrated within the periodic lattice.  
(c)  Representation of the outlines of the three frames extracted from (a).  (d) Outlines of 
the projected frames simulated with ZEMAX.  The center of the distortion grids for the 






In spite of the manual alignment and non-optimized optics of the PIIES, the PIIL concept 
was demonstrated.  Single- and double-period-blocking elements were integrated within 
2D square- and hexagonal-lattice periodic microstructures in a single-exposure step.  SEM 
images reveal that the photomask patterns are imperfectly integrated within the interference 
pattern.  However, these non-ideal results were expected and actually confirm conclusions 
drawn from the PIIES analysis performed in Chapter 5.  As simulated, the useful exposure 
field is limited to a 0.2mm2 area due to image field distortions.  Furthermore, good 
qualitative agreement is found between the experimental and simulated PIIL exposures 
when the simulations account for optical aberrations in the form of the Zernike coefficients 
calculated with ZEMAX.  Errors on the lattice period and orientation are also close to the 
errors estimated in Chapter 5.  These results demonstrate the validity of the PIIES analysis 
and completeness of the PIIL vector model as a tool to simulate PIIL exposures. 
Photomask patterns with simple geometries, such as the straight waveguide, have been 
sharply integrated with the periodic lattices.  Single-period-wide waveguide has also been 
successfully integrated within a 1μm-period square-lattice and 0.87μm-period hexagonal-
lattice periodic structures.  Finally, AFM images agree also well with the simulated 






CHAPTER 7  
 




The objective of this thesis has been to quantify PIIL’s fundamental capabilities and 
limitations in the fabrication of 2D and 3D periodic-lattice-based (PLB) microstructures 
through modeling, simulations, and experimental demonstrations.  In this chapter, research 
results and accomplishments are summarized and discussed.  Short- and long-term future 
research avenues are presented as well. 
7.1 Conclusions 
7.1.1 PIIL Concept and Modeling 
As a logical progression from optical interference and holography, the new field of PIIL 
was introduced and conceptualized [88, 90].  PIIL addresses the lack of adequate 
microfabrication techniques for 2D and more complex 3D PLB microstructures.  As a 
platform technology, PIIL is expected to impact numerous fields including photonics, 
bioengineering, microfluidics, and mechanical metamaterials.  With its potential high-
throughput, PIIL is applicable in research laboratories for rapid prototyping as well as in 
industrial settings that require high-throughput capital equipment. 
To implement and demonstrate PIIL, an 8f confocal lens system has been presented.  
In this system, a photomask is coherently illuminated by multiple intensity-, polarization-, 
and direction-controlled laser beams.  As the photomask projections are superposed at the 
system image plane, they produce a photomask-integrated interference pattern.  Yet, it is 
reasonable to think that other optical system designs may be suitable to implement PIIL 
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[90].  For example, the lenses could be rearranged such that the photomask is illuminated 
by partially coherent beams, thereby reducing speckle and diffraction effects during the 
exposure.  However, partially coherent illumination may reduce the interference pattern 
contrast.  Instead of the single-optical axis (SOA) PIIES presented in this thesis, multiple-
optical-axis (MOA) PIIES may be workable as well, where each interfering/imaging beam 
propagate through an individual lens arrangement [90, 156, 157]. 
As commercial ray tracing and photolithography simulators have proved to be 
unsatisfactory in simulating PIIL, a novel vector model has been derived to calculate the 
optical intensity distribution within the photoresist film during a PIIL exposure [91].  This 
comprehensive model accounts for the off-axis propagation of the beams, the diffraction 
limit of the lenses, polarization changes due to high-NA optics, an energy conservation 
factor, Fresnel’s equations, standing waves within the photoresist, photoresist absorption, 
defocus effects, and possible optical aberrations.  The kinetics of the photoresist exposure 
may also be modeled to account for photoresist bleaching effects.  While it is appropriate 
for the present PIIL system, this model would require modifications to be applicable to 
other PIIL systems. 
Noteworthy, PIIL has the potential to produce 2D and 3D PLB microstructures with a 
wide range of lattice symmetry and lattice constants ranging from hundreds of nanometers 
to few micrometers.  Furthermore, the dimensions of the integrated photomask pattern, 
which can have arbitrary geometries, may be as large as desired or as small as the 
interference period.  Compared to existing microfabrication techniques, PIIL represents an 




7.1.2 PIIL Exposure Simulations for 2D PhC Devices  
Using the PIIL vector model presented in Chapter 2, the fabrication by PIIL of three 
representative 2D PhC devices were simulated [95].  The PhC devices included a 90deg-
bend waveguide, a passband filter, and a stopband filter.  In addition, the transmission 
spectra of the PhC devices were calculated using the COMSOL Multiphysics software and 
compared to those of idealized PhC devices. 
To reduce lattice distortions due to the integration of the photomask pattern, the 
innovative area of photomask optimization for PIIL was introduced [94].  This approach is 
inspired by optical proximity correction (OPC) [141] and resolution enhancement 
techniques in photolithography [142-146].  However, while OPC aims at pre-warping the 
photomask pattern to pre-compensate imaging imperfections due to the diffraction limit 
and optical aberrations, photomask optimization in PIIL aims at mitigating distortions 
within the periodic microstructure.  Single-motif-blocking photomask patterns with various 
shapes and sizes were studied to determine what geometry minimizes lattice distortions.  
In the present study, a 0.9Λsq/M-wide 45deg-rotated square produces the smallest lattice 
distortions.  Using this element as a building block, improved photomasks for the PhC 
devices were created. Yet, these improved photomasks do not represent optimized designs.  
The optimal solution to this problem may require inverse photolithography strategies as 
well as gray-scale and/or phase photomasks. 
With the improved photomasks and by using realistic photolithographic parameters, 
the fabrication of the PhC devices was simulated and their performance appeared to be 
similar to that of idealized PhC devices.  Since it is commonplace in research and 
development for idealized structures to have the best possible performance, it is noteworthy 
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when the realizable (“non-ideal”) fabricated structures have equivalent performance.  It is 
normally assumed that the realizable structures will always have lesser performance.  
Usually, only in the limit of extensive refinements do the realizable structures’ performance 
approach that of the idealized structures.  In these cases, the natural PIIL structures formed 
by wave interference seem to be superior to the artificially perfect idealized structures.  
These results are encouraging since using a smaller wavelength and larger lens NA would 
produce more ideal simulated PIIL exposures. 
7.1.3 PIIL Exposure Simulations for 3D Periodic-Lattice-Based Microstructures  
By combining simultaneously 3D-MBIL and projection photolithography, 3D-PIIL 
enables the rapid, single-exposure step, and large-area fabrication of custom-modified 3D 
periodic microstructures.  Through simulations, the significant potential of 3D-PIIL in 
fabricating custom-modified 3D periodic microstructures was demonstrated [98].  By 
thoughtful photomask designing and positioning of the surface of the photoresist film 
relative to the image plane, 3D-PIIL capabilities range from integrating or shaping 3D 
periodic lattices to producing microcavities on top of, or fully embedded within, 3D 
periodic microstructures. 
Yet, the present exposure simulations represent a non-exhaustive illustration of 3D-
PIIL capabilities.  To address various needs in bioengineering, microfluidics, or photonics, 
the interference period may be increased or decreased by changing the exposure 
wavelength, λexp, the NA, and the common beam incidence angle, θbeam.  Instead of the 
negative-tone SU8 used in the present results, a positive-tone photoresist may be employed 
to create inverted templates of the present examples.  Also, photomask pattern optimization 
has not been investigated in the 3D-PIIL case.  Optimized photomask patterns may be 
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designed to reduce distortions or control the aspect ratio of integrated microcavities in 3D-
PIIL exposures.  The photomask could be a 2D or 3D binary, grayscale, complex, or phase 
mask generated by a spatial light modulator that would create complex 3D functional 
elements within the 3D interference pattern [158-160]. 
Refraction effects at the interface between the air and the photoresist were discussed 
as well.  Due to the change of the beam angle of propagation within the photoresist, the 3D 
periodic lattices are stretched along the normal of the photoresist surface.  As a result, 3D 
cubic lattices are not feasible.  Refraction effects may be overcome by using photoresist-
refractive-index matching immersion fluids, although this solution presents some 
implementation challenges.  Yet, cubic lattices are not necessary the ideal structures for 
every application.  The ellipsoidal shape and large aspect ratio of the interconnected pores 
may represent advantages.   
7.1.4 PIIES Prototyping and Analysis 
To implement PIIL, a prototype pattern-integrated interference exposure system (PIIES) 
was designed, prototyped, and analyzed [89, 101].  The light source is a 363.8nm argon-
ion UV laser and the prototype PIIES is comprised of off-the-shelf lenses, mirrors, half-
wave plates, polarizing beam splitter cubes, mounts, linear stages, and positioners.  
Custom-designed adapter plates and mounts were fabricated as well.  Particular design 
efforts were made to reduce the form factor of some of the optics, thereby providing a 
sufficiently large beam displacement range and bringing the laser beams as close as 
possible. 
Using the ray-tracing software ZEMAX and geometrical optics, the capabilities of the 
prototype PIIES were studied.  With an exposure wavelength of 363.8nm, interference 
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periods ranging from sub-micron to a few microns are feasible.  The sensitivity to beam 
misalignment of a two-beam interference period and fringe orientation was studied as well.  
Due to the manual nature of the PIIES alignment, a  2% error on the interference period 
and  1deg error on the fringe orientation were determined for a typical beam 
configuration.   
The imaging performance of the PIIES compound objective lens was investigated as 
well.  Due to the 363.8nm wavelength employed, a large 0.46waves RMS optical path 
difference (OPD) was calculated, although the lenses are assumed perfectly aligned.  Lens 
decentering and lens tilting further increase the RMS OPD.  Yet, a 25μm lens decentering 
and 5mdeg lens tilting remain acceptable.  The wavefront error is essentially due to 
spherical aberrations resulting in the imperfect projection of the photomask pattern at the 
image plane.  Zernike coefficients describing the optical aberrations were calculated with 
ZEMAX and can be integrated within the PIIL model for simulations.  Photomask 
projection and superposition are also limited due to image field distortions.  RMS distortion 
errors smaller than 0.5μm are only feasible in an exposure area limited to 250μm × 250μm. 
Interference pattern formation and photomask projection play equally important roles 
in PIIL.  A large exposure field, accurate photomask pattern projection and superposition, 
and correct integration within the interference period require a photolithographic-grade 
projection lens.  For rapid prototyping and to demonstrate experimentally the new field of 
PIIL, the present PIIES was developed with commercially-available and non-optimized 
optics and opto-mechanical components.  To obtain more definitive PIIL results, an 




7.1.5 PIIL Experimental Demonstration 
In spite of the manual alignment and non-optimized optics of the PIIES, PIIL proof-of-
concept results were produced [103, 104, 159].  Single- and double-period-blocking 
photomask patterns have been integrated within 2D square- and hexagonal-lattice periodic 
microstructures in a single-exposure step.  Due to the basic projection lens design and off-
axis propagation of the beams, field distortions at the image plane result in overlay errors 
and limit the experimentally useful exposure field.  Experimental exposures are also 
impacted by spherical aberrations due to the non-ideal exposure wavelength.  The 
photomask elements are imperfectly projected and their superposition is not ideally 
integrated within the periodic lattice.  These aberrations have a stronger impact on results 
for single-period-blocking photomask elements that are more challenging to align.  Yet, 
patterns with simple geometries, such as the straight waveguide, have been successfully 
integrated. 
SEM and AFM images indicated that the photoresist was not developed through its 
complete thickness.  Unlike commercial photolithographic systems, the prototype PIIES in 
its current form does not incorporate an exposure dose measurement tool.  Partial 
photoresist development is possibly due to a lack of contrast in the interference pattern or 
insufficient energy dose during the exposure.  Future research avenues include the 
optimization of the process to improve photoresist exposure and allow for substrate 
etching. 
Finally, experiments match qualitatively well their corresponding simulated PIIL 
exposures when accounting for optical aberrations.  This agreement demonstrates the 
completeness of the proposed PIIL vector model and is promising regarding the validity of 
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the 3D-PIIL simulations.  Furthermore, the simulated PIIL exposures assumed a perfectly 
aligned system thus, it is reasonable to state that the imperfect experimental exposures 
result more from the non-optimized and elementary compound objective lens than from 
possible PIIES misalignment.   
7.2 Future work 
Although this thesis aimed at understanding the mathematical and physical underpinnings 
of PIIL, numerous research aspects remain unexplored.  To understand better PIIL’s 
capabilities and limitations, further research is needed.  Potential near- and long-term 
avenues of research are presented in this Section. 
7.2.1 Multiple-Optical-Axis Pattern-Integrated Interference Exposure System 
The PIIES presented in this thesis represents one example of PIIL implementation.  Since 
a PIIL system may be viewed as a progression of interference and holographic systems, 
numerous variations of these configurations are also possible candidate systems. 
A multiple-optical-axis (MOA) PIIES represents an example of such systems. A 
MOA-PIIES employs multiple sets of condenser lens, objective lenses, photomask, and 
possibly Fourier filters for each individual beam.  Example MOA configurations are shown 
in Figures 7.1(a) and (b), where only two beams are shown for clarity.  Obviously, there 
may be three, four, or more beams in such systems to produce various 2D and 3D pattern-
integrated periodic microstructures.  The optical elements in each axis, including the 
photomasks, may be the same or may differ for more versatility.  After the second objective 
lens, mirrors are required to deviate the collimated beam to the image plane and 
photosensitive material.  Therefore, the photomasks and lenses must be tilted as shown so 
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that the images of the photomask lie in the plane of the photosensitive material.  As a result, 
a uniform magnification is produced across the image and keystone distortions are avoided.  
For a common beam incidence angle of incidence at the image plane, θbeam, the photomasks 
and lenses must also be inclined at an angle θbeam.  Alternatively, the lens configuration 
could be such that the optical axes are not collinear as depicted in Figure 7.2, eliminating 




Figure 7.1: (a) MOA Fourier-transform PII system configuration.  The photomask is 
coherently illuminated and a double-objective lens system is employed in each optical axis.  
(b) MOA PII system configuration employing a single objective lens in each axis.  In both 
systems, the optical elements in each axis may be the same or may differ.  Only two beams 
are shown for clarity but, there may be three, or more beams [90]. 
 
 
The two MOA-PIIES configurations presented in Figure 7.1 have relative advantages 
and disadvantages.  When a large demagnification factor is required, the double-objective 
lens system (Figure 7.1(a)) provides a more compact arrangement of the optical elements.  
Compared to single-optical-axis PIIES, MOA-PIIES can also generate larger incidence 
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angles and thus produce smaller periodicities.  Indeed, the common beam incidence angle 
at then image plane, θbeam, is limited by the image-side NA in single-optical-axis PIIES.  
By using differing photomasks in each axis, MOA-PIIES can further generate a wider 
variety of custom-modified interference patterns [157].  On the other hand, single-optical-
axis PIIES have simpler alignment procedures and reduced misalignment sensitivity since 
they require the alignment of a single photomask and fewer optical elements. 
Although modeling and simulation work have been initiated to study MOA-PIIES 
[156, 157], additional theoretical, optical system design, and experimental research are 




Figure 7.2: MOA-PIIES configuration without mirrors [157].  
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7.2.2 Partially Coherent Photomask Illumination in PIIL 
Although comprehensive, the PIIL model reported in this thesis is only applicable to the 
PIIL conceptual system described in Chapter 2.  If the illumination or lens configuration 
were modified, the model would also have to be adapted.  One possible modification is the 
use of partially coherent illumination of the photomask.  In this thesis, the laser beams are 
assumed to be collimated at the photomask plane, i.e. the photomask is coherently 
illuminated.  This configuration is more convenient from a modeling and experimental 
procedure perspective.  However, coherent illumination in photolithography is known to 
generate speckle and stronger diffraction effects [116].  To reduce these effects, partially 
coherent illumination is typically used in photolithography and its application to PIIL 
should be studied as well.   
To account for partially-coherent illumination, the PIIL model can be modified by 
considering the sum-of-coherent-system model [161], where a partially coherent source is 
represented as the sum of several coherent sources.  Yet, the partially coherent illumination 
would impact the formation of the interference pattern by reducing its contrast and this 
effect would have to be accounted for in the model.  To address this issue, the PIIES lens 
configuration could be rearranged such that the beams are collimated at the image plane, 
while being partially coherent at the object plane.  The use of partially coherent 
illumination would therefore require theoretical work for the development of an adapted 
model, PIIES design work with ZEMAX to determine an optimized lens arrangement, and 




7.2.3 Photomask Optimization 
Similar to OPC that improves pattern fidelity in photolithography, photomask optimization 
in PIIL is introduced in this thesis to correct for undesirable distortions in the periodic 
lattice.  A brute-force search approach was presented that yielded improved, but not 
optimized photomask patterns.  A more rapid and systematic heuristic is needed to 
determine optimized photomask topologies and improve PIIL exposures. 
For photolithography applications, photomasks can be optimized through scalar and 
vector gradient-based methods for both coherent and partially coherent illuminations [162-
165].  Convergence is obtained using steepest descent or conjugate gradient approaches.  
At each iteration, photomask pixels that generate discrepancies are identified and modified 
so that the photomask image converges toward a target pattern.  The algorithm is typically 
stopped when the pixel-by-pixel difference between the photomask image and target 
pattern is smaller than a certain threshold.  Yet, gradient-based approaches typically require 
simplified equation models.  The comprehensive PIIL model that combines a high-NA 
vector imaging model and the MBIL model may be too complex for gradient-based 
photomask optimization methods.  Furthermore, photomask optimization for conventional 
photolithography and PIIL represent two different problems.  For photolithography, how 
the photomask is updated after each iteration depends on the difference between the 
photomask image and the target pattern.  In PIIL, however, the goal is to optimize the 
photomask while minimizing distortions in the periodic lattice.  Initial research in this area 
showed that the photomask geometry and the algorithm tend to diverge when applied to 
PIIL.  Future research will therefore have to determine a simplified PIIL model and a 
suitable algorithm for photomask optimization in PIIL. 
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If gradient-based optimization methods are not workable, other optimization 
techniques such as genetic algorithms may be considered.  Although possibly slower, 
genetic algorithms can handle complex models and equations and have been used in 
optimizing MBIL exposures and photomask optimization [166, 167].  It is reasonable to 
think that they could be applicable to PIIL as well.  Genetic algorithms are examples of 
evolutionary algorithms, which are inspired by natural selection in biology.  At each 
iteration, the solutions forming a “population” are sorted based on a fitness factor.  The 
fittest solutions are selected to “breed” a new “generation” of solutions. To avoid 
convergence toward a non-optimized solution, solutions that do not meet the fitness factor 
may also be selected to introduce some randomness in the new generation.  Next, 
“crossover” and “mutation” genetic operators are employed.  Crossovers consist in 
selecting two solutions as “parents” and combining them to generate a single “child” or 
“children”.  The child solutions share attributes with their parent solutions.  Mutations 
consist in randomly modifying the parent and child solutions.  A new population of mutated 
parent and child solutions is then created and can be tested again with the fitness factor.  
The process is repeated until a termination figure of merit has been met.  The convergence 
speed and optimality of the solution depend in part on the initial population, the definition 
of the fitness factor, and genetic operators. 
For PIIL photomask optimization, the population would consist of pixelated 
photomasks with binary, gray-scale, or complex pixel values.  The crossover may be 
bitwise operators (NOT, AND, OR, XOR, etc.), the mutation may be random pixel 
flipping, and the fitness factor and termination figure of merit may be the pixel-by-pixel 
difference between the optimized solution and the desired pattern.  Future research will 
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have to determine appropriate fitness factors and genetic operators such that the algorithm 
converges toward an optimized solution. 
7.2.4 Photoresist processing improvement 
As discussed in Section 7.1.5, the photoresist film was not developed through its complete 
thickness in the experimental results.  The present research focused on the prototype PIIES 
design, establishing an appropriate PIIES alignment procedure, and obtaining proof-of-
concept results that demonstrate PIIL potential.  Now that a stable and repeatable PIIES 
preparation procedure has been established, future research can focus on optimizing the 
PIIL exposure process including the exposure time.  Photoresists with absorption 
coefficients smaller than that of the Microposit SC1813 may further be helpful in producing 
steeper photoresist walls as illustrated in the simulated exposures in Chapter 3.  This future 
research will aim at exposing the photoresist to allow a pattern transfer to the substrate, 
either through etching and deposition/lift-off process. 
7.2.5 3D-PIIL Experimental Demonstration 
Simulated 3D-PIIL exposures show great promise for the single-exposure fabrication of 
custom-modified 3D periodic lattices.  Future research will have to demonstrate 3D-PIIL 
capabilities experimentally.  3D-PIIL experiments have recently been initiated using 15μm-
thick films of SU8-2015 negative-tone photoresist.  The (3+1)-beam configuration 
presented in Chapter 4 is employed to produce a 3D face-centered rhombohedral lattice.  
The beam displacement, dbeam, is 17.78mm, which yields a 1.31μm-period in the xy-plane 
according to the fitting equations established in Chapter 5. SEM images of exposed SU8 
films are shown in Figure 7.3.  The measured lattice period in the xy-plane is 1.29μm and 
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matches well the estimated period.  Yet, the 3D lattice is barely visible due to a lack of 
contrast and bicontinuity.  To address this issue, future research will have to consider 
process improvement avenues including increasing the softbake time to remove residual 
solvent from the photoresist, reducing the post-exposure bake time to crosslink regions of 
highest concentration of exposure-generated acids only, and/or increasing the development 
time.  In addition, future 3D-PIIL experiments may require adding a base to the SU8 to 
consume background acid concentration due to poor interference pattern contrast.  For 
example, triethylamine has been demonstrated in 3D-MBIL to improve the contrast and 




Figure 7.3: (a) Top-view and (b) 25deg-side-view SEM images of 3D-PIIL exposures. 
 
 
7.3 Concluding Remarks 
At the intersection of MBIL and projection lithography, the new concept of PIIL has been 
established as a successor of optical interference and holography, simulated with a multi-
beam high-NA interference/image vector model, implemented in a prototype PIIES, and 
demonstrated experimentally with the fabrication of pattern-integrated 2D square- and 
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hexagonal periodic lattices.  Of note, the experimental PIIL exposures are obtained with a 
non-optimized, manually-aligned ad hoc optical system.  Reasons for the non-ideal results 
have been identified and can be addressed in future optimized PIIES.  As numerous PIIL 
underpinnings remain unexplored, research avenues were proposed to understand further 
PIIL’s full capabilities and limitations.  Future research paths include the design of new 
PIIL systems, the development of photomask optimization strategies, the fabrication of 
functional devices, and the experimental demonstration of 3D-PIIL. 
By enabling the rapid fabrication of large-format custom-modified 2D and 3D periodic 
microstructures, PIIL addresses several of the current issues in 3D microfabrication.  In 
particular, the uniqueness of 3D-PIIL is expected to impact significantly nano- and 
microtechnologies.  Various research and development areas in photonics, bioengineering, 
microfluidics, and mechanical metamaterials currently require a technology like PIIL for 
rapid prototyping or high-throughput manufacturing.  As Professor Nadav Gutman in a 
Spotlight on Optics article stated [154], 
“To the best of my knowledge, this is the only method that can be used to both create 
and pattern 3D periodic structure in a single step. The end result is a beautiful periodic 3D 
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In this thesis, the Zernike polynomials are expressed in polar terms, which are appropriate 
for rotationally symmetrical systems such as the PIIES.  The polynomials are expressed as 
functions of the relative radial position ρP and polar angle θP over the exit pupil.  Two 
equivalent formalisms exist: the fringe and standard Zernike polynomials.  The 
polynomials and coefficients in these two formalisms only differ by a normalization factor.  
The first 37 fringe Zernike polynomials, which are orthogonal on a unit disc, are expressed 
as: 
Z1 (ρP, θP) = 1     Piston 
Z2 (ρP, θP) = ρP cos(θP)    x tilt 
Z3 (ρP, θP) = ρP sin(θP)    y tilt 
Z4 (ρP, θP) = 2ρP2−1    power 
Z5 (ρP, θP) = ρP2 cos(2θP)    3rd order astigmatism 
Z6 (ρP, θP) = ρP2 sin(2θP)    3rd order 45deg astigmatism 
Z7 (ρP, θP) = (3ρP3 − 2ρP) cos(θP)   3rd order x coma 
Z8 (ρP, θP) = (3ρP3 − 2ρP) sin(θP)   3rd order y coma 
Z9 (ρP, θP) = 6ρP4 − 6ρP2 + 1   3rd order spherical 
Z10 (ρP, θP) = ρP3 cos(3θP) 
Z11 (ρP, θP) = ρP3 sin(3θP) 
Z12 (ρP, θP) = (4ρP4 − 3ρP2) cos(2θP)  5th order x coma 
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Z13 (ρP, θP) = (4ρP4 − 3ρP2) sin(2θP)  5th order y coma 
Z14 (ρP, θP) = (10ρP5 − 12ρP3 + 3ρP) cos(θP)  5th order x coma 
Z15 (ρP, θP) = (10ρP5 − 12ρP3 + 3ρP) sin(θP)  5th order y coma 
Z16 (ρP, θP) = 20ρP6 − 30ρP4 + 12ρP2 − 1  5th order spherical 
Z17 (ρP, θP) = ρP4 cos(4θP) 
Z18 (ρP, θP) = ρP4 sin(4θP) 
Z19 (ρP, θP) = (5ρP5 − 4ρP3) cos(3θP) 
Z20 (ρP, θP) = (5ρP5 − 4ρP3) sin(3θP) 
Z21 (ρP, θP) = (15ρP6 − 20ρP4 + 6ρP2) cos(2θP)   7th order x coma 
Z22 (ρP, θP) = (15ρP6 − 20ρP4 + 6ρP2) sin(2θP)    7th order y coma 
Z23 (ρP, θP) = (35ρP7 − 60ρP5 + 30ρP3 − 4ρP) cos(θP)    7th order x coma 
Z24 (ρP, θP) = (35ρP7 − 60ρP5 + 30ρP3 − 4ρP) sin(θP)    7th order y coma 
Z25 (ρP, θP) = 70ρP8 − 140ρP6 + 90ρP4 − 20ρP2 + 1    7th order spherical 
Z26 (ρP, θP) = ρP5 cos(5θP) 
Z27 (ρP, θP) = ρP5 sin(5θP) 
Z28 (ρP, θP) = (6ρP6 − 5ρP4) cos(4θP) 
Z29 (ρP, θP) = (6ρP6 − 5ρP4) sin(4θP) 
Z30 (ρP, θP) = (21ρP7 − 30ρP5 + 10ρP3) cos(3θP) 
Z31 (ρP, θP) = (21ρP7 − 30ρP5 + 10ρP3) sin(3θP) 
Z32 (ρP, θP) = (56ρP8 − 105ρP6 + 60ρP4 − 10ρP2) cos(2θP)   9th order x coma 
Z33 (ρP, θP) = (56ρP8 − 105ρP6 + 60ρP4 − 10ρP2) sin(2θP)   9th order y coma 
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Z34 (ρP, θP) = (126ρP9 − 280ρP7 + 210ρP5 − 60ρP3 + 5ρP) cos(θP)  9th order x coma 
Z35 (ρP, θP) = (126ρP9 − 280ρP7 + 210ρP5 − 60ρP3 + 5ρP) sin(θP)  9th order y coma 
Z36 (ρP, θP) = 252ρP10 − 630ρP8 + 560ρP6 − 210ρP4 + 30ρP2 − 1   9th order spherical 
Z37 (ρP, θP) = 924ρP12 − 2772ρP10 + 3150ρP8 − 1680ρP6 + 420ρP4 − 42ρP2 + 1 9th order spherical 
The quantities ρP and θP can be expressed as functions of the direction cosines α and 
β at the Fourier plane as 
 ρ
P




 = tan-1 (
β
α
).  (A.2) 
The function W(α,β) introduced in Section 2.3.2 describes the optical path difference 
(OPD) as function of the Zernike coefficients and is expressed as 






where ai is the fringe Zernike coefficient of the i
th fringe Zernike polynomial.  The fringe 
Zernike coefficients for the PIIES compound objective lens are calculated with the ray-
tracing software ZEMAX.  Only the piston (a1) and spherical aberration terms (a4, a9, a16, 
a25, a36, a37) comprise the OPD.  These non-zero coefficients are plotted in Figure A.1(a).  















MATLAB scripts implementing the PIIL vector model are given in this Appendix.  The 
code presented here corresponds to the 3D-PIIL case discussed in Section 4.3.1 and 
simulation results shown in Figure 4.7(b) (4-beam configuration, photomask-integrated 
face-centered-rhombohedral lattice).  The present MATLAB scripts include the main script 
and custom MATLAB functions.  These functions include  
 Mask_Generation_Function that returns the pixelated photomask pattern, 
 UnitMask_Generation_Function that returns the single-motif-blocking 
pattern used in the design of the complete photomask,  
 shifted_fourier_transform that returns Fourier transforms of the 
photomask shifted from the origin to account for the off-axis propagation of the 
beams, 
 fourier_transform_5beams that calculates the image-side vector electric 
fields and returns the optical intensity distribution of the PIIL exposure at a certain 
depth within the photoresist film, and  
 stack_matrix_5beams that returns the optical transfer functions. 
B.1 Main script 
In the main script, the user enters all the parameters needed for the simulations, including 






disp('# INITIALIZATION #'); 
  
clc; % Clears command window 
disp('Are you sure you want to start this program from') 
disp('the beginning? Current workspace will be deleted.') 






%% SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
disp('# SIMULATION PARAMETERS #'); 
  
N_pitch = 15;                % # of pixel for one period, must be odd 
N       = 36*N_pitch + 1;    % # of periods accross the image, must be 
odd 
lambda  = 363.8e-9;          % Source wavelength in [m] 
pitch   = 1000e-9;           % Period at the sample/image plane 
NA_im   = 0.8;               % Numerical aperture on image side 
magn    = 0.25;              % Magnification of the system 
n_imm   = 1;                 % Immersion refractive index 
  
% Verification of N for accuracy 
if abs((1-(N/(2*N_pitch))/round(N/(2*N_pitch)))*100) > 0.1; 
    N_temp=N; % Temporary N is created 
    while abs((1-
(N_temp/(2*N_pitch))/round(N_temp/(2*N_pitch)))*100)>0.1; 
        N_temp = N_temp+2*N_pitch; 
    end 
     
    disp(strcat('*WARNING* - N should be changed from:')); 
    disp(strcat(num2str((N-1)/N_pitch),'*N_pitch+1 to:')); 
    disp(strcat(num2str((N_temp-1)/N_pitch),'*N_pitch+1=', 
num2str(round(N_temp)),' for better accuracy.')); 
    temp = input(strcat('Desired value x of x*N_pitch+1?')); 
    disp('-------------------------------------') 
    if ~isequal(temp,[]); N=temp*N_pitch+1; end 
end 
  
% # of pixel across the pupil in the Fourier plane 
Number_of_pixels_across_pupil = 50; 
if round(2*NA_im*N*pitch/(lambda*N_pitch)) < 
Number_of_pixels_across_pupil; 
    disp(' - *WARNING* Potential under-sampling in the Fourier plane') 
    temp = input(strcat('N=',num2str((N+1)/N_pitch),'*N_pitch+1. Change 





    disp('-------------------------------------') 
    %N is resized if considered too small 
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    if ~isequal(temp,[]); N = temp*N_pitch+1; end 
end 
  
%% PHOTORESIST CHARACTERISTICS 
disp('# PHOTORESIST CHARACTERISTICS #'); 
  
n_PR = 1.67; k_PR = 6e-5; n_sub = 1.47; 
n_BARC = 1.67; BARC_depth = 0; 
  
PR_depth    = 10e-6;    % Depth of the PR 
range_depth = linspace(0,PR_depth,21); 
defocus     = -PR_depth/2/n_PR;       % Displacement of photoresist 
surface along z-axis 
  
%% BEAM CONDITIONING: NUMBER OF BEAMS, INCIDENCE & AZIMUTH. ANGLE, 
SYMMETRIES 
disp('# BEAM CONDITIONING #'); 
  
phi             = [0 180 -60 60 0];   
theta_im        = asind(2*lambda/(sqrt(3)*pitch)); theta_im = [0 
theta_im]; 
theta_pol       = [1 1i 1 0 -0.5 sqrt(3)/2 -0.5 -sqrt(3)/2 0 0]; 




% Verification of sin(theta_im) smaller than NA 
if sind(theta_im(2))>NA_im; 
    disp('*** WARNING *** Beams are  outside of the pupil.'); 
    
disp(strcat('sind(theta_im)=',num2str(sind(theta_im(2))),'>NA_im')); 
    temp = input(strcat('Press Ctrl+C')); 
    disp('-------------------------------------') 
end 
  
%% IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS 
disp('# IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS #'); 
  
pixel_resolution = pitch/N_pitch; 
image_size       = N*pixel_resolution; 
image_axis       = -image_size/2:image_size/(N-1):image_size/2; 
  
pixel_resolution_x = pitch/N_unit_scaled_x; 
image_size_x       = N*pixel_resolution_x; 
image_axis_x       = -image_size_x/2:image_size_x/(N-1):image_size_x/2; 
  
pixel_resolution_y = pitch/N_unit_scaled_y; 
image_size_y       = N*pixel_resolution_y; 
image_axis_y       = -image_size_y/2:image_size_y/(N-1):image_size_y/2; 
   
%% PHOTOMASK CHARACTERISTICS 
disp('# MASK CHARACTERISTICS #'); 
FunctElem = 'GT_squ_x3'; 
MaskShape = 'squ'; 
SizeRatio = 1; 
  
%% PARAMETERS FOR TIME-DEPENDANT EXPOSURE 
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flagTime = 0; % 0 for no time-dependency, 1 otherwise 
if      flagTime == 0; timeRange = 0; 




save constants pitch N N_pitch MaskShape FunctElem ... 
    image_size lambda magn pixel_resolution NA_im ... 
    theta_im phi flag_sym theta_pol defocus SizeRatio... 
    A B C n_PR image_axis range_depth n_sub ... 
    N_unit_scaled_x N_unit_scaled_y flagTime PR_depth ... 
    BARC_depth n_BARC k_PR 
  
%% CREATION OF THE MASK 
disp('# CREATION OF THE MASK #'); 
mask = Mask_Generation_Function(SizeRatio); 
  
%% CREATION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS SHIFTED IN THE F. PLANE 





%% CALCULATION OF I 
disp('# SIMULATIONS #'); 
I  = zeros(N,N,length(range_depth)); % The 3D matrix that contains the 
data of the illumination 
  
for time = timeRange; 
    t00 = clock; % To keep track of time 
    for ii = 1:length(range_depth); 
        t0 = clock; 
        z = range_depth(ii); 
        disp('---------------------------------') 
        disp(strcat('Processing photoresist layer >',... 
            num2str(round(z/PR_depth*100)),'% /',datestr(now))) 
         
        I1 = fourier_transform_5beams_lite(z,M_pac,M1,M2,M3,M4,M5); 
        I(:,:,ii) = I1; 
         
        % Progress bar 
        disp(strcat('Elapsed time is (in min):', 
num2str(etime(clock,t0)/60))); 
        disp(strcat('Elapsed time (since beginning) is', 
num2str(etime(clock,t00)/60),'min')); 






Mask_Generation_Function returns the complete pixelated photomask pattern.  
The photomask is created by a convolution operation between the single-motif-blocking 
pattern (UnitMask) and a matrix of 0s with 1s at the locations where the single-motif-
blocking pattern is desired (Pattern). 
 
function Mask = Mask_Generation_Function(SizeRatio) 
  
load('constants.mat', '-regexp', '^(?!SizeRatio)\w'); 
  
%% Initialization of the matrices 
UnitMask = UnitMask_Generation_Function(SizeRatio); % Generation of the 
UnitMasks (unit blocking elements of the mask - square, disc, etc.) 
Pattern = zeros(N); % Pattern will have ones at the location of the 
UnitMasks 
  
%% The UnitMask is only N_unit*N_unit large. This double loop will 











%% The pattern matrix is defined. It corresponds to a 1-value pixel at 
the location where a unit cell is desired 
 
if strcmp(FunctElem,'GT_squ_x3'); 
    BlockPosition=[]; 
    Size = 3; 
    for i=-3*Size:-3*Size+Size-1; for j=-4*Size:-1*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %top of the G 
    for i=-2*Size:1*Size+Size-1; for j=-4*Size:-4*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %side of the G 
    for i=1*Size:1*Size+Size-1; for j=-3*Size:-1*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %side of the G 
    for i=0*Size:0*Size+Size-1; for j=-1*Size:-1*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %side of the G 
    for i=-1*Size:-1*Size+Size-1; for j=-2*Size:3*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %side of the G 
    for i=0*Size:2*Size+Size-1; for j=1*Size:1*Size+Size-1; 
BlockPosition=[BlockPosition; [i j]];end;end %side of the G 





% N_unit_scaled_ is required here to adjust the position of the 
blocking elements 
BlockPosition_y = (N+1)/2 + round(BlockPosition * N_unit_scaled_y); 
BlockPosition_x = (N+1)/2 + round(BlockPosition * N_unit_scaled_x); 
  
for k=1:size(BlockPosition,1) 
    Pattern(BlockPosition_y(k,1)-1,BlockPosition_x(k,2)-1)=1; %-1 is 
required because the ceil() function above forces positions to be 
shifted up by one extra pixel 
end 
  
count = size(BlockPosition,1); % used to adjust the amplitude of the 
mask at the end 
  
% The Fourier transforms are multiplied and the inverse FT is derived, 
% correspondign to the final mask 
UnitMask_fft = fftshift(fft2(UnitMask)); 
Pattern_fft = fftshift(fft2(Pattern)); 
Mask_fft = UnitMask_fft.*Pattern_fft; 
  
Mask = abs(ifftshift(ifft2(Mask_fft))); 
  
Mask = (Mask-(count-1)); % necessary to adjust the amplitude of the 
mask 
Mask(Mask<0.5) = 0; 
end 
B.3 UnitMask_Generation_Function.m 
UnitMask_Generation_Function returns the single-motif-blocking pattern that 
composes the photomask and that is used in Mask_Generation_Function. 
 
function UnitMask = UnitMask_Generation_Function(SizeRatio) 
  
load('constants.mat', '-regexp', '^(?!SizeRatio)\w'); 
  
ScaledSize=round(N_pitch*SizeRatio); 
if mod(ScaledSize,2)==0, ScaledSize=ScaledSize-1;end % ScaledSize must 
be odd 
  
UnitMask=ones(N_pitch); %UnitMask is filled with ones, and then zeros 
are added depending on the shape 
  
if strcmp(MaskShape,'squ'); % For a square 
    UnitMask=zeros(ScaledSize); 
    % If the square is smaller than a period (SizeRatio<1) 
    if ScaledSize<=N_pitch 
        % Center the undersized square in the middle of the unit cell 
and 
        % fill 1's around it 
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        UnitMask=padarray(UnitMask,[(N_pitch-ScaledSize)/2,(N_pitch-
ScaledSize)/2],1); 
    end 
end 
  
if strcmp(MaskShape,'disc') % disc, size=diameter 
    UnitMask=ones(ScaledSize); %UnitMask is filled with ones, and then 
zeros are added depending on the shape 
    for i=1:ScaledSize 
        for j=1:ScaledSize 
            center=(ScaledSize+1)/2; 
            if round(sqrt((i-center)^2+(j-
center)^2))<=(ScaledSize+1)/2; 
                UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
if strcmp(MaskShape,'rotsqu'); % rotated square 
    UnitMask=ones(ScaledSize); 
    for i=1:(ScaledSize+1)/2 
        for j=(ScaledSize+1)/2-(i-1):(ScaledSize+1)/2+(i-1); 
            UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
     
    UnitMask=UnitMask.*rot90(UnitMask,2); 
     
    if ScaledSize<=N_pitch 
        UnitMask=padarray(UnitMask,[(N_pitch-ScaledSize)/2,(N_pitch-
ScaledSize)/2],1); 
    end 
end 
  
if strcmp(MaskShape,'hex'); % hexagon 
    %ScaledSize=round(N_pitch*SizeRatio*2/sqrt(3)); 
     
    UnitMask=ones(ScaledSize); %a hexagon with size ScaledSize is 
created. If ScaledSize<N_pitch, padarray is used to add ones around 
     
    for i=1:(ScaledSize+1)/2 %for each line from the top to the bottom 
        if i<round(1/2*(ScaledSize+1)/2) 
            for j=ceil((ScaledSize+1)/2-i*sqrt(3)):(ScaledSize+1)/2 
                UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
            end 
             
        elseif i>=round(1/2*(ScaledSize+1)/2) 
            for j=ceil((ScaledSize+1)/2*(1-
sqrt(3)/2)):(ScaledSize+1)/2; 
                UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    UnitMask = UnitMask.*fliplr(UnitMask); 
    UnitMask = UnitMask.*rot90(UnitMask,2); 
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    if ScaledSize<=N_pitch 
        UnitMask=padarray(UnitMask,[(N_pitch-ScaledSize)/2,(N_pitch-
ScaledSize)/2],1); 
    end 
end 
  
if strcmp(MaskShape,'rothex'); % rotated hexagon 
    UnitMask=ones(ScaledSize); %a hexagon with size ScaledSize is 
created. If ScaledSize<N_pitch, padarray is used to add ones around 
     
    for i=1:(ScaledSize+1)/2 %for each line from the top to the bottom 
        if i<round(1/2*(ScaledSize+1)/2) 
            for j=ceil((ScaledSize+1)/2-i*sqrt(3)):(ScaledSize+1)/2 
                UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
            end 
             
        elseif i>=round(1/2*(ScaledSize+1)/2) 
            for j=ceil((ScaledSize+1)/2*(1-
sqrt(3)/2)):(ScaledSize+1)/2; 
                UnitMask(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    UnitMask=UnitMask.*fliplr(UnitMask); % Half of the hexagon is 
created 
    UnitMask=UnitMask.*rot90(UnitMask,2); % Complete hexagon is created 
    UnitMask=rot90(UnitMask); % Rotated hexagon is created 
     
    if ScaledSize<=N_pitch 
        UnitMask=padarray(UnitMask,[(N_pitch-ScaledSize)/2,(N_pitch-
ScaledSize)/2],1); 





shifted_fourier_transform returns the Fourier transforms of the photomask, 
which are shifted in the Fourier plane depending on the beam propagation characteristics. 
 
function [ M1, M2, M3, M4, M5] = shifted_fourier_transform (mask, 
theta_im, image_size, lambda, phi, N, NA_im, pitch, N_pitch ) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
  
% the 1.001 is used because of some numerical artifact 
source_shift=round(1.0001*sind(theta_im(2))*image_size/lambda*...      
    [[cosd(phi(2)) sind(phi(2))];... 
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    [cosd(phi(3)) sind(phi(3))];... 
    [cosd(phi(4)) sind(phi(4))];... 
    [cosd(phi(5)) sind(phi(5))]]); 
  
if floor((N+1)/2-NA_im*N*pitch/(lambda*N_pitch)) < 
max(abs(source_shift)); 















fourier_transform_5beams returns the optical intensity distribution of the PIIL 
exposure at a certain depth within the photoresist film.  The calculation is based on the 
image-side complex vector electric fields calculated from the shifted Fourier transforms 
and the optical transfer functions (see next Section). 
 




%% INITIALIZATION OF MATRICES 
E0 = zeros(N,N); 
E1 = zeros(N,N,3); 
E2 = zeros(N,N,3); 
E3 = zeros(N,N,3); 
E4 = zeros(N,N,3); 
E5 = zeros(N,N,3); 
Etotal = zeros(N,N,3); 
  
[P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5] = stack_matrix_5beams(z,M_pac); 
  
disp('# Calculating Etotal') 
t1 = clock; 
  
for i=1:3; % For each polarizations 
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    E1(:,:,i) = ifft2(ifftshift(M1.*P1(:,:,i)));%.*ScalingMatrix; 
    E2(:,:,i) = ifft2(ifftshift(M2.*P2(:,:,i))); 
    E3(:,:,i) = ifft2(ifftshift(M3.*P3(:,:,i))); 
    E4(:,:,i) = ifft2(ifftshift(M4.*P4(:,:,i))); 
    Etotal(:,:,i) = ifft2(ifftshift(... 
         M1.*P1(:,:,i)... 
        +M2.*P2(:,:,i)... 
        +M3.*P3(:,:,i)... 
        +M4.*P4(:,:,i))); % Calculate the total field Etotal 
    disp(strcat(num2str(round(i/3*100)), '% /',datestr(now))); % 
Display updated status 
end 
  
disp(strcat('Elapsed time (in min):',num2str(etime(clock,t1)/60))); 
disp('# Calculating I_PIIL'); 
t1 = clock; 
  
I = 0.5* real(Etotal(:,:,1).*conj(Etotal(:,:,1)))... 
    + 0.5* real(Etotal(:,:,2).*conj(Etotal(:,:,2)))... 
    + 0.5* real(Etotal(:,:,3).*conj(Etotal(:,:,3))); 
  
I = rot90(I,2); 




stack_matrix_5beams returns the optical transfer functions derived from Flagello’s 
high-NA vector imaging model. 
 
function [P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5] = stack_matrix_5beams(z,M_pac) 
  
t1 = clock; 
load constants 
  
%% INITIALIZATION OF MATRICES 
P0 = zeros(N); 
P1 = zeros(N,N,3);  
P2 = zeros(N,N,3);  
P3 = zeros(N,N,3);  
P4 = zeros(N,N,3);  
P5 = zeros(N,N,3); 
 
A_matrix=zeros(N); 
m_pac = min(min(min(M_pac(:,:,:)))); 
  
N_air=1; 
if      flagTime == 0; N_PR = n_PR-1i*k_PR;  





N_barc = n_BARC;  
N_sub  = n_sub;  
  
% Parameter normalization 
d1      =  PR_depth/lambda; 
d_barc  =  BARC_depth/lambda; 
depth   =  z/lambda; 
defocus =  defocus/lambda; 
  
fx_vect = -N/(image_size*2):N/(image_size*(N-1)):N/(image_size*2); 
fy_vect = fx_vect; 
y_vect = fy_vect/(NA_im/lambda); 
x_vect = fx_vect/(NA_im/lambda); 
[Y_vect,X_vect] = meshgrid(y_vect,x_vect); 
Pupil = sqrt(Y_vect.^2+X_vect.^2)<=1; 
[row,col] = find(Pupil); 
 
flag_txt=0; % used for the progression text 
  
for m=min(col):max(col) 
    for n=min(col):max(col) 
        % Define the coordinates in the Fourier plane in [m^-1]. 
        fx = -N/(image_size*2)+(m-1)*N/(image_size*(N-1)); 
        fy = -N/(image_size*2)+(n-1)*N/(image_size*(N-1)); 
         
        % If the pixel is inside of the system pupil, defined by the 
diameter CA, the obliquity function is computed. The obliquity is 0 
otherwise. 
        if sqrt(fx^2+fy^2)<=NA_im/lambda; 
            x = fx/(NA_im/lambda); 
            y = fy/(NA_im/lambda); 
             
            A = atan2(y,x); % azimuthal angle relative to the x-axis 
            theta_i=asin(sqrt(x^2+y^2)*NA_im); 
             
            alpha = sin(theta_i)*cos(A);    % Alpha(m,n)=alpha; 
            beta  = sin(theta_i)*sin(A);    % Beta(m,n)=beta; 
            gamma = cos(theta_i);           % Gamma(m,n)=gamma; 
             
            gamma_layer  = sqrt(1-sin(acos(gamma))^2/N_PR^2); 
            gamma_sub    = sqrt(1-sin(acos(gamma))^2/N_sub^2); 
            gamma_barc   = sqrt(1-sin(acos(gamma))^2/N_barc^2); 
             
            phi_layer = 2*pi()*(d1-depth)*N_PR*gamma_layer 
             
            % Optical admittances eta and phase delta 
            eta_1_S = N_PR*gamma_layer;       
            eta_1_P = N_PR/gamma_layer; 
             
            eta_sub_S = N_sub*gamma_sub;      
            eta_sub_P = N_sub/gamma_sub; 
             
            eta_barc_S = N_barc*gamma_barc;   
            eta_barc_P = N_barc/gamma_barc; 
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            eta_air_S = N_air*gamma;          
            eta_air_P = N_air/gamma; 
             
            delta_1 = 2*pi()*(N_PR*gamma_layer*d1); 
            delta_barc = 2*pi()*(N_barc*gamma_barc*d_barc); 
             
            % B and C parameters 
            M_S = [cos(delta_1) 1i*sin(delta_1)/eta_1_S;... 
                   1i*eta_1_S*sin(delta_1) cos(delta_1)];  
             
            M_P = [cos(delta_1) 1i*sin(delta_1)/eta_1_P; ... 
                   1i*eta_1_P*sin(delta_1) cos(delta_1)];  
             
            M_barc_S = [cos(delta_barc) 1i*sin(delta_barc)/eta_barc_S; 
... 
                        1i*eta_barc_S*sin(delta_barc) cos(delta_barc)]; 
                     
            M_barc_P = [cos(delta_barc) 1i*sin(delta_barc)/eta_barc_P; 
... 
                        1i*eta_barc_P*sin(delta_barc) cos(delta_barc)]; 
             
            temp = M_S * M_barc_S * [1;eta_sub_S];  
            B_S = temp(1); C_S = temp(2); 
            temp = M_P * M_barc_P * [1;eta_sub_P];  
            B_P = temp(1); C_P = temp(2); 
             
            temp = M_barc_S * [1;eta_sub_S];  
            B_sub_S = temp(1); C_sub_S = temp(2); 
             
            temp = M_barc_P * [1;eta_sub_P];  
            B_sub_P = temp(1); C_sub_P = temp(2); 
             
            % Transmission and reflection coefficients 
            tau_S_fraction = (2*eta_air_S / (B_S*eta_air_S + C_S)) / 
(2*eta_1_S / (B_sub_S*eta_1_S + C_sub_S));  
            tau_P_fraction = (2*eta_air_P / (B_P*eta_air_P + C_P)) / 
(2*eta_1_P / (B_sub_P*eta_1_P + C_sub_P)); 
             
            r_II_S = (B_sub_S*eta_1_S - C_sub_S) / (B_sub_S*eta_1_S + 
C_sub_S); 
            r_II_P = (B_sub_P*eta_1_P - C_sub_P) / (B_sub_P*eta_1_P + 
C_sub_P); 
             
            % Film function matrix M 
             
            F_S  = tau_S_fraction * ( exp(1i*phi_layer) +  r_II_S*exp(-
1i*phi_layer));  
            F_P  = tau_P_fraction * ( exp(1i*phi_layer) +  r_II_P*exp(-
1i*phi_layer));  
            F_zP = N_air*gamma/(N_PR*gamma_layer) * tau_P_fraction * ( 
exp(1i*phi_layer) -r_II_P * exp(-1i*phi_layer));  
             
            M = [F_S*sin(A)^2+F_P*cos(theta_i)*cos(A)^2  F_S*-
cos(A)*sin(A)+F_P*cos(A)*sin(A)*cos(theta_i);... 
                F_S*-cos(A)*sin(A)+F_P*cos(A)*sin(A)*cos(theta_i) 
F_S*cos(A)^2       + F_P*cos(theta_i)*sin(A)^2;... 
                F_zP*-alpha F_zP*-beta]; 
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            % Obliquity factor and defocus 
            O = [ (1-NA_im^2*magn^2*(x^2+y^2)) / (1-NA_im^2*(x^2+y^2)) 
]^(1/4);  
             
            %Defocus term 
            Defocus = exp(-1i*2*pi()*(defocus)*gamma); 
             
            % Zernike coefficients 
            rho = sqrt(x^2+y^2); 
             
            ZernikePolynomials = [... 
                1 ... % piston 
                rho*cos(A)  
                rho*sin(A)  
                2*rho^2-1 ...  
                rho^2*cos(2*A)  
                rho^2*sin(2*A) ...  
                (3*rho^3-2*rho)*cos(A) ...  
                (3*rho^3-2*rho)*sin(A)  
                6*rho^4-6*rho^2+1  
                rho^3*cos(3*A) ... 
                rho^3*sin(3*A) ... 
                (4*rho^4-3*rho^2)*cos(2*A)  
                (4*rho^4-3*rho^2)*sin(2*A)  
                (10*rho^5-12*rho^3+3*rho)*cos(A)  
                (10*rho^5-12*rho^3+3*rho)*sin(A)  
                20*rho^6-30*rho^4+12*rho^2-1 ...  
                rho^4*cos(4*A) ... 
                rho^4*sin(4*A) ... 
                (5*rho^5-4*rho^3)*cos(3*A) ... 
                (5*rho^5-4*rho^3)*sin(3*A) ... 
                (15*rho^6-20*rho^4+6*rho^2)*cos(2*A)  
                (15*rho^6-20*rho^4+6*rho^2)*sin(2*A)  
                (35*rho^7-60*rho^5+30*rho^3-4*rho)*cos(A)  
                (35*rho^7-60*rho^5+30*rho^3-4*rho)*sin(A) ...  
                70*rho^8-140*rho^6+90*rho^4-20*rho^2+1 ...  
                rho^5*cos(5*A) ... 
                rho^5*sin(5*A) ... 
                (6*rho^6-5*rho^4)*cos(4*A) ... 
                (6*rho^6-5*rho^4)*sin(4*A) ... 
                (21*rho^7-30*rho^5+10*rho^3)*cos(3*A) ... 
                (21*rho^7-30*rho^5+10*rho^3)*sin(3*A) ... 
                (56*rho^8-105*rho^6+60*rho^4-10*rho^2)*cos(2*A)  
                (56*rho^8-105*rho^6+60*rho^4-10*rho^2)*sin(2*A)  
                (126*rho^9-280*rho^7+210*rho^5-60*rho^3+5*rho)*cos(A)  
                (126*rho^9-280*rho^7+210*rho^5-60*rho^3+5*rho)*sin(A)  
                252*rho^10-630*rho^8+560*rho^6-210*rho^4+30*rho^2-1 
                924*rho^12-2772*rho^10+3150*rho^8-1680*rho^6+420*rho^4-
42*rho^2+1]; 
             
             
            ZernikeCoefficients = [1.078497 0 0 0.000226 0 0 0 0 -
0.012137 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.236428 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.169419 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.001707 0.002742]; 
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            Z = exp(-1i*2*pi()*ZernikePolynomials(1:37) * 
ZernikeCoefficients(1:37)'); 
             
%             Z = 1; %  Uncomment if no aberrations 
             
            [X,Y] = meshgrid(1:100,1:100); P = atan2(Y,X); 
             
            %Final matrix and derivation of the polarization amplitudes 
- 
            %3*2 x 2*1 = 3*1 vector elements 
             
            E_1 = M * [(theta_pol(1));(theta_pol(2))] * O * Defocus * 
Z; 
            E_2 = M * [(theta_pol(3));(theta_pol(4))] * O * Defocus * Z 
; 
            E_3 = M * [(theta_pol(5));(theta_pol(6))] * O * Defocus * Z 
; 
            E_4 = M * [(theta_pol(7));(theta_pol(8))] * O * Defocus * Z 
; 
            E_5 = M * [(theta_pol(9));(theta_pol(10))]* O * Defocus * Z 
; 
            
            for i=1:3; 
                P1(m,n,i) = E_1(i); 
                P2(m,n,i) = E_2(i); 
                P3(m,n,i) = E_3(i); 
                P4(m,n,i) = E_4(i); 
                P5(m,n,i) = E_5(i); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
 
    if round(m/N*100)>=flag_txt+20;  
        disp(strcat(num2str(round(m/N*100)), '% /',datestr(now)));  
        flag_txt = round(m/N*100); 
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